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0.1. This is the first Fascicle of the Languages of the World File

an NDEA Office of Education project begun in Washington under the director-

ship of William R. Parker and Kenneth Mildenberger. The first place that

the Language File was developed was in the Office of Education, Washington,

D. C., in response to a practical need. Various administrative and legis-

lative offices in Washington found it difficult to obtain reliable information

on the languages of particular countries, as the number of different lang-

uages and the number of their speakers (language census), and whether

two different Language names represented dialect differences of one lang-

uage, or a language barrier to each other, and so on. Consultants were

invited to come to Washington to supply such information within the areas

of their competence; and the information they gave was placed in a manu-

script Language File.

This Language File was then moved from the Office of Education to

George Washington University in Washington, D. C. where it was developed

along the same lines, and in addition employed a small staff which excerpted

external information from published sources, especially information on

language census. This permitted the compilation of a list of languages hav-

ing over a million speakers, subsequently published with a preface by the

principal investigators of the present Fascicle who pointed out that a census

giving the number of speakers ascribed to language names in the published

sources could be misleading (Languages Now Spoken by Over a Million

Speakers, AL 3.8.13-22, 19 61). For example, in the published list the
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maximum number of speakers for any one language in Suth Asia is as-
cribed to Bengali (75 million) , since Hindi is listed separately from Urdu:

but the combined number of speakers of the one language, Hindi-Urdu

(135 million) , far exceeds the number of speakers of Bengali. A reliable

language census is possible only when external information about the lang-

uages iscombined with internal information on the languages themselves.

Finally, the Language File was moved from Washington, D. C.

to Indiana University, which continued its development in the following

fashion. First the aid of Corresponding Contributors was elicited

specialists were asked to supply bibliography relevant to Sino-Tibetan

languages, for example, as well as to bibliographic sources for such

information. Second, a staff of about a dozen advanced graduate students

in linguistics excerpted the published sources and placed the full citations

and reduced abstracts of what they excerpted under the appropriate rubrics

in the Language File. Third, the excerptions were organized and summa-

rized by the principal investigations for critical appraisal and revision by

th,d consultants, either at Indiana University or at the university of the

consultant.

This report is Englished by the principal investigators who w ish to

make it clear that the report is, in intent, equally authored by all the con-

sultants. In our original plan, a finit typescript of this report was to be

sent to each consultant for his addenda and corrigenda. Some additional

material was obtained in this way, and integrated in the report as it now
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stands. However, changes were also made without approval of all tha con-

sultants listed below and in all. cases the integration of correetionn were

made without subsequent perusal and approval of the consultants who contri-

buted the correction. It would seem improper to imply formal responsibility

of joint authors to, consultants who did not have time to examine the final

version of this report as it now stands;: 'and though we were willing to give

consultants all the time- that was needed, the terms of our contract called

for completion of our contract on this and following fascicles by a date which

could not be further extended. Hence, we list the consul ,a. -its of FASCICLE

ONE here instead of under the title of FASCICLE ONE, as was our original

intention. The readers of this report as well as the principal investigators

(C. F. and F. M. Voegelin) have the enormous benefit of co-authorship by

the following consultants: Y. R. Chao, of the University cf California,

Berkeley; Nickolas Bodman, of Cornell University, who reviewed material

presented here but was mainly concerned with materials to appear in sub-

sequent fascicles, as was Denzal Carr of the East-West Center at the

University of Hawaii, and the- University of California, and as was Robert

Morse who worked at Indiana University but is now re-engaged in field work

in Burma; Henrietta Chen, al - formerly at Indiana University but now at

Cornell. University, is. the so..- e. of what we call 'acquired Mandarin; and

also the informant for the Thai sentences which appear in a following fascicle.

As matters. stand, this is a. very preliminary rather than a polished publication

on the state and scope of Sino-Tibetan. The principal investigators request
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specialized scholars to supply them with corrigenda and addenda which may

be published, as such, or incorporated in a future revised version of the

present report.

Our development of the Language File included excerpting and critical

consideration not only of external information, as language census data, but

also of internal information on the languages themselves partly in order to

control and thus add to the reliability of external data, partly to make the

fascicles relevant to the broader interests of administrators, legislators,

and scholars who are not linguists, but who are practically or theoretically

concerned with communicational complexities existing in the world today.

The internal information about the languages themselves is given in

non-technical observations after illustrative sentences observations on

whether the structure illustrated is productive (generative), i.e. widely

applicle to other sentences with different selections of topics, comments,

or phrf-4,ses, for exampe; observations on how the structure illustrated is

like or unlike other areas of the same grammar or similar grammars, as

Thai in reference to Chinese; and observations about different functions ful-

filled by a particular structure illustrated. Each illustrative sentence in the

source language is flanked by English translations preceded by a free

translation and followed by a literal translation in which the glosses in

English follow the order of 'words' in Chinese, for example.

The set of all sentences for each language or dialect group is then

followed by a sketch of its sound system. Here we give little more than
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the value of tne letters (phonemes) in which the preceding illustrative sentences

were written.

But for the higher grammatical levels, we present samples from the

language the illustrative sentences which the observant reader may

undeystand directly and immediately. Our remarks appended to these

illustrative sentences are offered in the spirit of observations for the

observant. And if the obserrant reader, guided by the illustrative sentences,

anticipates our appended observation, so much the better. in short, this

presentation is intended to give the reader internal or gran-imatical infor-

mation. about Chinese, for example, derived from his own observation of a

sample of Chinese.

All this might be called the presentation of grammar without linguistics

but riot without benefit from linguistics. We are all indebted to structural

linguistics for justifying the 'particular structure of a particular language.

It is the justification that is hard to follow for the non-linguist not the

habits of the speakers of a particular language. Grammars ar justified

statements about those habits. After all, every Chinese child learns to

follow the habits of his predecessors in a particular Chinese dialect, without

linguistic training. But, of course, the child is only an exemplar of such

habits, and does need linguistic training before he can make valid statements

about them. When the ethnolinguistic or sociocultural factor is included, then

language as the product of speakers' habits appears in an expanded frame of

reference the functional fraine that Ferguson has called the language
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situation in a particular country.

0.2. However, if we are to begin with the language situation in

China and go on to the language situation in other countries - in Tibet, and

South Asia and much of Southeast Asia in which Sino-Tibetan languages are

spoken we should encounter so rn.,.ny unrelated languages that the picture

of Sino-Tibetan languages would become blurred, and the list of Sino-Tibetan

languages given in indexes to the present fascicle would have tc be taken out

of a welter of all the language names that are encountered in the countries in

which Sino- Tibetan languages are also spoken. We can still refer to these

other languages - languages not related to Sino- Tibetan but in ter-ms of

their language family labels (as Dravidian or Indo-European or Malayo-Poly-

nesian) rather than in terms of their individual language names. lit are ;hereby

enabled to focus on Sino-Tibetan languages, and list them separately as

individual languages, though in the context of the countries in which they are

spoken. In successive fascicles, the other languages of the countries will be

listed separately, with the cumulative result of rbtaining a list of all lang-

uages for all countries.

Here vie are sufficiently concerned with Sino - Tibetan languages. How

many are there? Limiting ourselves to language names about which some

linguistic data is published or is in accessible manuscript form, we obtain

a list of several hundred language names. How many people speak Si no-

Tibetan languages and where are they located? The speakers of these lang-

uages are very unevenly distributed. Most are found in mainland China,
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whose population has now reached 750 million including non-Chinese

speakers according to information vouchsafed to President Kennedy

recently (December 17, 1962, televised press conference) . In Burma there

are 16 million speakers of Sino-Tibetan languages, and in other parts of

Southeast Asia., as Thailand and Laos, such speakers are also counted by

the millions. In addition, people in northern India (Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan,

and northern Burma) , speak numerous Sino-Tibetan languages which average

about i80 thousand speakers for each language. In terms of density of Sino-

Tibetan speakers, mainland China is enormously dense, while Tibet and South

Asia are more sparsely represented. But in Southeast Asia, the number of

Sinu-Tibetan speakers is again relatively dense, especially when the over-

seas Chinese are counted with speakers of national languages, as Thai in

Thailand. The overseas Chinese in Singapore outnumber the native: Malayo-

Polynesian speakers in Singapore, for example.

The family tree model is more appropriate for the different language

families in the Sino - Tibetan phylum than for the phylum itself. Each lang-

uage family treated here is taker as a constituent of the Sino-Tibetan phylum.

This and-following fascicles list languages in the following nine language

families: 1. Han Chinese; 2. Miao-Yao; 3. Kam-Thai; 4. Burmese-Lolo;

5 . Karen; 6. Bodo-Nagai -Kachin; 7. Nagaz -Chin; 8. Gyarung-Mishmi;

9. Tibetan. Each of these nine language families are reconstructed (or

apparently reconstructible) for nine different parent languages. After these

are actually reconstructed, their relationship to each other can be appreciated
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in Sino- Tibet phylum linguistics, rather than controverted. We avoid the

controversy by giving exclusive attention to the languages spoken today in each

of the constituent language families. That is to say, we wish to avoid becoming

en&a.ngled in the controversy over competing classifications which we outline in

the following section (0.3.).

0.3. There are over 30 million speakers of languages of the Kam-Thai

family, of whom over 20 million speak languages belonging to the Southwestern

branch Thai., Lao, Shan, Thai Noir, Paiyi; in addition hdlaspere (1912, 195 2)

postulated Vietnamese as a member of this family.

Disturbing questions now obtrude. Does Kam-Thai, for example, belong

to the Sino-Tibetan family, if Sino-Tibetan is a language family ? Or does Kam-

Thai belong with Malayo-Polynesian languages? There is an interesting history
in this controversy over classification. Wilhelm Schmidt's classification includes

Kam-Thai in Sino-Tibetan and in addition postulates Austric as ancestral to

Austronesian (Malayo-Polynesian) and to an Austroasiatic phylum (including Munda

and Mon Khmer) and then postulates a relationship between Sino-Tibetan and

Austricthereby making Malayo-Polynesian languages in the Pacific related to

South, Southeast and East Asian languages. George Grierson's classification

starts with Sino-Tibetan as the earliest ancestor, and has the daughter languages

divided into Thai-Chinese languages and Tibeto-Burman languages. P. K. Benedict
begins with bifurcating branches as does Grierson, but has the daughter languages

divided into Tibeto-Karen languages and Chinese languages - rather than Thai-

Chinese. This is because in Benedict's view, the Thai languages are daughter
languages of another parent language, also called Austric, which also bears an
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ance3tral relation to Mon-Khmer, Vietnamese, and Malayo-Polynesian

langu.ages (as well as to his 'Kadai', which we include in Kam-Thai). This

differs from the first classification noted above chiefly in that two different

parent languages are postulated by Benedict (Sino-Tibetan and Austric) while

one parent was pr'viously postulated ancestral to Mon-Khmer and to Malayo-

Polynesian languages as well as to Sino-Tibetan, with the latter parental to

Thai-Chinese. Most subsequent summaries of languages of the world follow

either the more inclusive classification (e.g., L. H. Gray), or the less
inclusive Grierson classification (e.g. E. Kieckers); one recent summary
(Greenberg's ) seems to have followed the least inclusive Benedict classification,
which does not even include Thai among the Sino-Tibetan languages. The

fundamental issue here does not hinge on the present-day data (since everyone

can see the plethora of similarities between Chinese and Thai), but on the inter-

pretation of these similarities in grammar and lexicon. If the similarities are

thought to reflect a reconstructible Proto Thai-Chinese, then Sino-Tibetan is

still ancestral to Thai-Chinese but more distantly so. But if the similarities

between Chinese and Thai are thought to be a consequence of diffusion between

the two, then the problem is shifted to areal linguistics, which treats questions

of borrowing between languages that are not necessarily related.

This might end in controversy if our alternatives were to accept or reject

Sino-Tibetan as the parent language of the languages variously classified under
it. Controversy is avoidable, however, if Sino- Tibetan is postulated as the

non-reconstructed phylum ancestor of a number of language families,
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each with its own reconstructed (or obviously reconstructible) parent lang-

uage. No one can quarrel with setting up Sino- Tibetan as a cover term for

languages that bear some similarity to each other, beyond random similarity.

If Thai does not belong in this phylum (as Benedict says it does not), it belongs

in another phylum in the Pacific, with a different phylum ancestor; then it

might be said (as Schmidt has said or rather implied) that a macro-phylum

ancestor (Austric) does ultimately relate both the Sino - Tibetan phylum and

the Thai languages. For further details of the differences between the Schmidt,

Grierson, and Benedict classification and Shafer's summary, see the appended

classification charts. The differences among these classification charts

suggests that fruitless controversy would follow if we were to regard Sino-

Tibetan as one language family rather than as a linguistic phylum, which is

ancestral to many language families. We look for a reconstructed or recon-

structible parent language for each language family under the phylum. These

more modest language families then account for the closer relationship between

groups of languages shown nearer the bottom of each chart in a given family

nearer the present day differentiation and the remoter relationship between

language families, of which there are nine altogether, is postponed as a problem

in Southeast Asia. They set up what amounts to a Chinese language family,

in their treatment of Sino-Tibetan languages spoken within China and

This is essentially the direction in which both T.H. Tung and Y. R. Chao

move

of Sino-Tibetan phylum linguistics.
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a Miao-Yao language family, and a Kam-Thai language family; but they lump

the remaining languages of the Sino-Tibetan phylum into a non-coordinate

Tibeto-Burman branch of the main phylum. The latter is susceptible to

language family grouping, just as Tung and Chao have set up Chinese,

Miao-Yao and Kam-Thai in East and Southeast Asia; and credit belongs to

Robert Shafer foil the first glimmering of this in his attempt to break up

the non- coordinate Tibeto- E irman branch into coordinate language families.

The breakthrough in finding order among the Sino- Tibetan languages

comes with the increased recognition that we are actually dealing with more

or less distantly related language families, each of which has to be described

before agreement can be reached in Sino-Tibetan phylum linguistics. The

family tree model for the Sino-Tibetan phylum given in all previous classifi-

cations postulates more than is known and hence ends in a list of non-agreeing

charts, such as those given below or even includes an American Indian

language family (Athapascan). What is known is that there is more similarity

among Sino- Tibetan language families than among any randomly selected group

of nine or ten language families in any part of the world. What is not yet

known is how much of the similarity among Sino-Tibetan language families is

reconstructible, and how much is a consequence of -diffusion, possible because

of the coexistence of Sino-Tibetan language families in one vast area extending

from north India and from Southeast Asia through China into Manchuria.

A set of charts, and also further discussion, of the classification of

Sino-Tibetan languages, according to Wilhelm Schmidt, according to George
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Grierson, according to P. K. Benedict, according to the Chinese scholars

cited and others, and according to Robert Shafer are given in subsequent

fascicles.
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1.0. Of all large countries, mainland China comes closer than any

other to being monolithic or megalithic in the habits and appearance and

numbers of its speakers. It is easier to understate than to overstate this

aspect of the languages and ipopulations of mainland China. To obtain a

relative view, compare mainland China and India.

In population China is first in world rank; India is second. There are,

roughly speaking, two billion people in all of Asia. Almost half of this vase

population is Han Chinese. More than one quarter of the two billion people

of Asia (some 600 million) live in South Asia that is, in India, Pakistan,

Ceylon, Nepal , Sikkim and Bhutan; and some geographers also include

Afghanistan in South Asia.

Languages in one family of South Asia are related to English (Indo-

European, hereinafterlE), but these languages, intrusive from Europe and

West Asia in prehistoric times, have been influenced to sound in some respects

like languages which were in India before the arrival of IE speakers at

least those of the Dravidian and Munda families, Still other language

families, intrusive from Tibet and China, belong to the Sino-Tibetan phylum.

And the total number of different or separate languages each constituting

a language barrier to the other (whether related in the same family or not)

is well over a hundred for South Asia. aowever, in mainland China, the

vast majority of the 750 million inhabitants speak what we term Han Chinese.

Some 95 per cent of the 750 million inhabitants speak one or another of the

Han Chinese languages, and' 70 per cent of the Han Chinese speak Mandarin;
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the remaining 30 per cent speak Wu, Min, Hakka, Cantonese, and Hsiang.

15

There are also eleven million Han Chinese speakers in the official Republic

of China of the United Nations (=Nationalist China=Taiwan=Formosa)w a

refugee government on part of its own territory. And additional millions of

overseas Chinese speak Han Chinese,. mostly in Southeast Asia.

Within China itself the non-Han speakers are also regarded as being

non-Chinese. Some speak an unrelated foreign language, as English; many

speak various tribal languages belonging to other (but only to two other) language

families in what is sometimes called 'China proper' - Miao-Yao and Kam-

Thai (cp: following fascicles). Both of these, like Han Chinese, are language

family constituents of the Sino-Tibetan phylum.

Taiwan's population consists of a majority of speakers of Southern Min,

perhaps half of whom can also use Mandarin, plus a minority of native speakers

of Mandarin and now only a very small sprinkling of speakers of the non-Han

tribal languages which belong to the Austronesian language family, which is

not a constituent of the Sino-Tibetan phylum. The island of Hainan. under

Communist control, though not part of mainland China-uP probably has fewer

speakers of Han Chinese (specifically, Southern Min) than of Li which belongs

to the Kam-Thai family (also a constituent of the Sino- Tibetan phylum) be side s

possibly speakers of Austronesian languages.

The notion of 'China proper 'imp in general area extending south of

the Great Wall-- is convenient for distinguishing the part of China in which
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Han Chinese,laguages are predominant from the rest of the country which

may be called China's frontier provinces. The area covered by both 'China

proper' and the frontier prcvinces is much greater than that of the United

States (though 'China proper' alone is somewhat smaller). Lees than a

fourth of the inhabitants who speak a language which is Sino-Tibetan...but

not Han Chinese..reside in 'China proper'; three-fourths of them reside

in one or ano#10r of, china's frontier provinces, and in some of these there

also reside peoples who speak Altaic languages which are neither Han (in

language family affiliation)'. nor Sino-Tibetan (in phylum affiliation).

Thus, there are 5 million Uighur s in Sinkiang province, speaking Altaic

languages known as Kazak (I-li) and Khalkha (K' e-tzu-le-su), beside the

Mohammedan Hui (Ch ang-chi). There are more Mongol speakers in China' s

province of Inner Mongolia than there are in the Mongolian Republic.

Most inhabitants of Tsinghai province and some in Ninghsia province, as

well as in Manchuria, speak Altaic languages. The remaining frontier

provinces include many languages which are non-Han Chinese but still

Sino-Tibetan, as the three Tibetan languages in China's province of Tibet,

with still other Sino-Tibetan languages represented in most of Yunnan province,

most of Kwangsi province, and in parts of other provinces (Szechuan,

Kweichow, and western Hunan). Nor are the Tibetan languages confined to

the Tibetan province; they are also spoken in adjacent Yunnan where a total

of 6 million people speak Sino-Tibetan languages that are not Han Chinese.
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The population of all of South Asia (600 million) approximates that of

Han Chinese speakers alonq. - variously estimated as 94 or 95 per cent

of the total population, including speakers of all languages, both in 'China

proper' and in the frontier provinces. Language census data in recent

years bhow steady increase of 15 million or about 2% annually for the total

population in China. Thus, the total figures published in 1943 give 463 million,

those in 1953 give almost 583 million, and those in 1962 give 699 million,

with an even higher total (750 million) given in President Kennedy's news

release. If we estimate the Han Chinese speakers to be 95 per cent of

these totals, then their numbers for 1948 are 440 million; those for 1953

are 554 million; those for 1962 are 664 million, or even more (710 million).

However, when language census figures are itemized for particular Han

ChinJse languages or dialects, the sum for all Han Chinese speakers falls

below rather than above 600 million (but some itemizations include more dialect-

language names than others). We cite an itemization from a Chinese source

(Lou Cheng-Pei and Lii Shu-Xiang, Yuyan Yanjiu, p. 4, 1956) which,though

closely similar to a Russian source (G. P. Serdjueenko for 1959), does not

include the dialect-language name Kan to which the Russian source ascribes

13 million speakers. The 1956 itemization speaks of dialects rather than

languages; of the. Hakka dialect (with 20 million speakers), of the two Min

dialects (with 22 million speakers), of Hunan, i.e. , Hsiang (with 26 million

speakers), of Cantonese (with 27 million speakers), of Wu (with 46 million),

and of Mandarin (387 million, including Northern, Southern, and Southwestern

Mandarin).
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The monolithic language situation, then, is surely the result of the

numerical preponderance of Han Chinese speakers in China, but only

partly so. Several other factors contribute to the same monolithic result,

despite one factor whith would seem to have the opposite effect. That one

factor is that there is not one Chinese language; rather there are six or

seven different Chinese languages. In this western sense, Han Chinese is

a language family. But why do non-western Chinese scholars generally

and for good reasons, though not for the reasons adopted in western dia-

lectology speak of dialects rather than languages? In the Chinese

view (as well as in the view of many western Sinologists) Hakka, Min.,

Hsiang, Cantonese, Wu, and Mandarin are dialects of a single Chinese

language.

These Han Chinese dialects or languages are unified enthnolinguistically

if not linguistically. Whether viewed as dialects of one language, or as

separate languages in one language family, no one can quarrel with calling

the whole 'Han Chinese'. Han Chinese is about as unified when taken as a

cultural construct, as when taken as a linguistic construct.

There are cultural differences in mainland China, such as that

based on rice subsistence in the South, and that based on wheat subsistence

in the North; representatives of the latter are distinguished as 'noodle

eate =r s' by Chinese students who come to America from South China. How-

ever, both North and South Chinese are equally Han. Also unifying is the

stereotype of the Middle Kingdom Man; but this stereotype does not
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coincide with the referent of Han Chinese when it includes some non-Han

Mia:of-3fae;),

There are linguistic differences of a complete language barrier

kind between Mandarin and Cantonese, for example, leading to the western

view of separate languages but all belonging to the Han Chinese language

family. We do not treat the linguistic diversity of earlier times, but note

in passing that linguistic diversity is not confined to modern China.

It is only in the ethnolinguistic view that the monolithic construct

of Han Chinese emerges. This is the view that is given below. From a

superficial point of view, it would appear that Han Chinese as an ethno-

linguistic monolith has played into the hand. of the Communists who

succeeded in uniting mainland China, while in South Asia the splintering

of languages and cultures ha.s stood as a bul7rark against unification.

But the fact is that the Communists are playing down the unification

influence of Han Chinese; what we call Han Chinese is called by them

Han YU, to distinguish Han Chinese from Miao-Yao, etc. The Communists'

implication is that Han Chinese is only one of several tribes and languages

in the Middle Country; the others, though minority tribes and languages

of the Middle Country, are then regarded as being ethnically Chinese.

1.1. Writing in Chinese characters began at about the time that the

Sumerian language became extinct e. about 2000 B. C. Though Chinese

is no t. the oldest known kind of writing, it is the oldest writing of its kind
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that has not become extinct. Other writing systems that were known in

the Most Ancient East (from Sumeria to Egypt and Minoa) had to be

deciphered after millenia of disuse; Maya glyphs (characters) in

Mesoamerica are now being deciphered after centuries of disuse. In

their continued use of the alphabet-included logographic system, the

Chinese alone have kept alive a type of writing which no other culture

was able to keep alive. All writing of this type uses some symbols

(characters) to specify words or smaller parts of words (morphemes);

and that is all that is meant by 'logographic'. Chinese characters are

' logographic' rather than 'ideographic'; they are word-symbols (or more

exactly, morpheme-symbols) rather than idea-symbols. And they are

certairaly no more pictographic than Engli6h words are soundimitative

in both cases, a few are; most are not.

Chinese newspapers keep several, thousand characters on hand.

The Chinese telegraphic code book is limited to 10 thousand characters.

(This is not quite as arbittary a closed corpus as it has sometimes

been said to be. The telegraphic code provides 10,000 four-digit groups

0000 to 9990 --- for over nine thousand characters, with a few unused or

blank spaces; and in addition there are available some graphic variants

and obsolete characters. ) And the fuile st unabridged dictionary, begun in

the 18th century, gives some 50 thousand characters. Attempts at

simplifying character writing were made by early missionaries and by

recent Communists. During the 20th century, Chinese scholars have also
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used adaptations of our sell-sufficient alphabet with its low number of letters,

besides continuing to use the thousands of characters required for writing

in the alphabet-included logographic system. There are, accordingly, two

co-existent but not competitive writing systems in modern China: the

traditional characters used by all literate Chinese, and variants of the

Latin alphabet as by specialized scholars. The Cwoyen Romatzyh (the

National Romanization) and the new system used in Mainland China were

intended to co -exist for a while with and later to supplant the Chinese

characters as the national script. but have as yet not widely succeeded.

The RussianCyrillic alphabet is used for writing Chinese by Russian and

other Soviet scholars in much. the same way as romanizations are used

in the West.

In alphabetic type, however, the Russian Cyrillic alphabet is the

same as the Latin alphabet. The latter was stabilized in its full inventory

of 26 letterg less than a thousand years ago, though the history of the

Greco-Roman-Greco-Russian alphabetic type goes back to the time when

the Greeks borrowed letters from the Phoenicians who were using a

different type of alphabet. In Greek and later usage, letters specifying

consonants appear beside letters specifying vowels. The use of symbols

to specify sounds is all that is meant by alphabetic writing.

It is in this sense that the Chinese system of writing is said to be

an alphabet-included logographic system. The .alphabetic component

of some characters gives a phonetic hint (sound specification) while
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the logographic component of the same character gives the lexical or

morpheme specification. What is surprising to westerners is that the

vast majority of Chinese characters do give some phonetic information.

This is so contrary to the western bias about Chinese writing

that we invoke a fantasy to correct the bias that the enormous difficulty

in learning to read thousandil.and thousa.nda of characters derives from the

erroneous assumption that the characters are mostly without any phonetic

hint as to their pronunciation. Suppose, now, that the Communist

hegemony in mainland China had not merely threatened, but had persisted

in its threat to replace the traditional alphabet-includ.cd logographic

system with a self-sufficient alphabet which exists beside the former

but does not now replace it. Suppose, then, that the Chinese characters

had been entirely abolished in the second half.of this century. Suppose

further that a twenty-first century committee of Chinese linguists were

charged with deciphering the alphabet-included logographic writing in one

library of untiertslated text manuscripts; how would they go about it? From

the point of view of statistical preponderance, the characters which include

sound specification would be the most important set in the decipherment of

an interrupted tradition in writing. If the decipherers were to neglect the

sound-specification components in such characters, they would have no

more chance of success than Sir Arthur Evans had in deciphering Minoan

writing; it was only when Michael Ventris took the phonetic part of Minoan

writing as his point of departure that he was able to show that Minoan
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writing consisted of a juxtaposition of a self-sufficient alphabet r.!alled

Mycenean Linear B), and logograms (pictographic and quantifying

logograms).

But Chinese character writing is not a system which juxtaposes

a string of self-sufficient alphabetic symbols (specifying sounds) to a

string of logographic symbols in Minoan-like equations. Rather, it is a
system which integrates sound symbols and lexical morpheme symbols.

The overwhelming majority of characters in the liu shu classes or110

categories of the Chinese lexicographers include sound specification. Two

clear exceptions to the rule for the majority are the pictographic hsiang

hsing class of characters, and the easy-to-remember 'simple ideograph'

or chih ship class (e. g. one line marks one, two lines two, etc. ');but

both of these classes are numerically negligible. Slightly more

numerous is the 'compound ideograph' class of characters that more

nearly fits the western image of subtle Chinese thinking - e. g. the single

character for military (combining constituents for caught in the middle +

to stop + arms). Most numerous are classes of characters with alphabet-

included constituents e. with components that specify minds. (But some

of the latter do double duty simultaneously: some components specify both

sound and morpheme.)

Why then is Chinese character writing not taken as another type

of alphabetic writing for the most part? Would it not.iirryOlity mAtterstto
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divide Chinese characters into two separate parts - one part made up of

logographic classes (as hsiang hsing and chili shih) versus all the rest

(those including sound specification in the characters)? No, because the

alphabet-included part of a Chinese character is always integrated in a single

composite character with the logographic part; the alphabet-included part

specifies sounds, but not self-sufficiently so.

What are called simply 'alphabets' are really self-sufficient

alphabets. Such alphabets are sometimes used witL juxtaposed Chinese-like

logograms, as the Arabic number 5, or for female. And 5 and V are no.P.MARILJ

doubt logograms because they specify words in any language that uses them,

irrespective of the way the words sound: 5 = five in English but beg. in

Turkish. If we were to invert the question asked above in respect to Chinese

writing (why not separate the alphabet-included part from the logographic

part?), and address the question to alphabetic writing of any European

language, as English, the question would be not unreasonable. Why not

take English writing as a simpler but still Chinese-like type of alphabet-

included logographic system, since the alphabetic inventory is limited to

26 lettees not counting calligraphic variants, a italic, boldface, gothic,

etc.), and since the inventory of logograms is greater then 26 symbols

if scientific symbols, such as f , are added to the more widely used Arabic

numbers? There is one fact that precludes this inversion. Because the

alphabetic part of English writing - like Mycenean Greek - is self-sufficient,

it can dispense entirely with the logographic part (hut not vice versa).
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Hence English writing as a whole is a particular instance of a logograph-

included (inclulable) alphabetic type.

Is there any hope of developing a more Chinese-like logographic

system of writing for Indo-Er.ropean languages? This would liberate the

writer and reader from mastering the different IE languages, and still

enable him to communicate in writing across language barriers. The

as

sciences in general have attained uniformity in the logographic part

of their writing. Why not extend this to ordinary writing? Such extension

would be possible if syntactic uniformity existed among IE languages, at

least among closely related IE languages. But such uniformity does not

exist among these languages. That it does not exist is well illustrated by

Bloomfield's example of the different syntactic and lexical structures of

four languages for logographic 91 (ninety one in English, one and ninety

in German, one and half five-times in Danish, four twenties eleven in

French).

Uniformity in syntactic and lexical structure among the different

languages of the Han Chinese family is sufficiently great to permit any

given writing in the alphabet-included logographic, system to be read in

the same order, though with different pronunciations, depending on the

particular language of the Chinese r2ader. This is what really lies back of

the unique survival of Chinese character writing over four thousand years

of use. This also gives good reason and good hope for the continuation of
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Chinese character writing in the face of recent competition with a soon-to-be-

coexisting alphabet of the self-sufficient type' which reflects the different

pronunciations among the different Han Chinese languages, and accordingly

draws attention to the language barriers rather than bridging them. How

well- or poorly - Chinese character writing bridges the language barriers

among Han Chinese languages is another question.

Related to this question is the relative educational cost of learning

or teaching a self-sufficient alphabet (in which every Han Chinese language

may be written) versus the cost of Chinese character writing (in which

every Han Chinese language is written). If something like complete control

in reading Chinese can be had from recognizing 3000 to 5000 characters,

and if reading with the help of a dictionary is possible after learning 26

hundred characters, the relative effort (from a western point of view) in

learning to read Chinese and learning to read English is greater than a

hundred to one. But to learn to write or read something directly as morphemes

(in a composite character with sound specification) is quite different than

learning the sound specification of a self-sufficient alphabet. To be literate

in Chinese character writing is to be educated for two reasons (see 1.2 for

the second reason). The first reason is that learning to read extensively is

the same as learning an extensive vocabulary. Not so in English: learning

the three R's, including writing, does not nec ssarily imply an educated

individual.
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There is an alphabetic order in our sell-sufficient alphabet,

which children often chant when learning their ABC's. But no Chinese

child is taught to chant the sounds of thousands of characters Instead,

27

the modern Han Chinese child is presented with one or both of two pedagogic

devices. Common vocabulary terms that the child has heard spoken -

as those for mother, father, come, e. are written in Chinese characters

on one side of a card, and are illustrated by picture drawn by cartoonists

on the other side of the card. The second and more sophisticated device

also uses pictures, but they are arranged facing Chinese characters which

e simple (requiring few strokes at first) and then, progressively, opposite

those which are more and more complex. Besides such modern pedagogic

methods as these, there is a traditional lexicographic classification of

Chinese characters, discussed above. Both the traditional and the modern

classifications of characters help in learning (a) how to write Chinese, and

(b) the lexical resources of Chlne ; (a) and (b) are learned in one operation

in China.

Karlgren conjured up a picture of different Han Chinese speakers

reading one bulletin board in Shanghai. The Mandarin speaker and the

Cantonese speaker stand side by side and they can not understand each

other as they read aloud. But each can understand the single written message.

To illustrate how this works specifically, we give one possible sentence in

Chinese characters, and note that three rather than two spoken sentences

are needed to show the closer relationship of Chinese character writing
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to Mandarin than to Cantonese.

I-lis home

Anthropological Linguistics, Vol. 6. No. 3

is not in America.

This sentence consists of seven characters (written here left to right).

In reading aloud, the Mandarin speaker would say:

t'al te° dial pt cai4 mei3 kuo2

he of home not at beautiful country

Later on, when out of sight of the writing, the Mandarin speaker might

report what was written to his wife, repeating exactly what he had said

when he read aloud..

In reading the same characters aloud, the Cantonese speaker would

say:

t'a, tek ka pat coi mei kuok

Later on, when out of sight of the writing, the Cantonese speaker, in

reporting what was written to his wife, would not repeat exactly what he had

said when he read aloud. Instead, when not directly influenced by the Mandarin

selection in writing, the Cantonese husband might report:

ke ok k'ei m hai mei kuok0

It would be oversimplification to the point of falsification to say that

the only spoken morpheme appearing unaltered in these three spoken

sentences is mei3 Leautiful (from the description of America, which

is beautiful country) that the written character for beautiful is just pronounced
3like this (mei 3), and hence is especially appropriate in designating America,
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which in English also has m as its first consonant, as it does in Chinese;

that Chinese in addition combines the sound with a symbol a pleasant

meaning (beautiful). The more realistic way of stating this takes cognizance

of how mei3 is combined with other morphemes in modern Chinese. Thus,

mei3 is often used as a transliteration character for syllables of the [me]

type. As a morpheme, mei3 is bound in most cases, and is less frequently

used when the message beautiful is intended than is the compound /hau3

lean/ good looking. Accordingly, / mei3 kuo2/' scarely evokes the conno-

tation of beautiful ca...max. when said or heard.

1.2. All scholars in old China, and most scholars in modern China

would expand, by one step, our preliminary identification (1. 1, above) of

what it takes to be educated in Chinese culture. 'To be literate in Chinese

character writing' is only the first step a step which has to be taken in

order to learn the contemporary classical language known as Wenyen

(= Wen li), as well as to read Han Chinese; hence Chinese character writing

serves a dual function.

An educated Chinese, then, uses character writing not only for writing

and reading his own native language, but also for reading and writing Wenyen

in effect an additional language. This is one aspect of multilingualism that

continues in modern China. The other aspect of modern multilingualism is

the increased spread of 'acquired Mandarin' for the vast majority of

speakers namely, those whose mother tongue is any other dialect than

Peking Mandarin. Thus, a person born and educated extensively
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in Shanghai will (a) speak Wu as his mother tongue, (b) be able to make

himself understood, with some help from character writing, in his own var-

iant 'acquired Mandarin' (1.3), and (c) be able to use the same character

writing for enjoying Wenyen.

There are important differences between Wenyen as a contemporary,

classical or literary language in respect to any Han Chinese language, and

Greek or Latin as remote classical languages in respect to any other Euro-

pean language. To form scientific neologisms in English (e.g. 'cybernetics'),

we generally borrow from the lexical resources of one or both of our remote

classical languages, but do not expect educated people in general much

less literary artists to begin to control them as do specialists ('classical

scholars'); Shakespeare was said to know little Latin and less Greek. Educated

people who are literate in any Han Chinese language have becc,me so partly

in order to be able to read and control the massive corpus of W.-wen which

encapsulates, with the utmost terseness, a corpus of wisdom, as well as a

lexicon that both overlaps and supplements dictionaries in the Han Chinese

languages, and a structure that differs from all of them, but more from

Mandarin, for example, then from Cantonese. Those who do not read are

not entirely excluded from the Wenyen literature. Blind beggars can chant

or quote such fragments as they have heard and memorized. Though speakers

engage in conversations only in one of the Han Chinese languages, they may

interlard an expression from Wenyen; or compose such expressions, for the

sake of their brevity, in official government and legal documents, in business

letters, often in private letters and in some news dispatches, and in virtually
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all newspaper advertisements and telegraph messages.

In contrast to the flamboyant style in which many of our advertisements

are written, the use of Wenyen enables an advertiser to save space, or say
more in the same space. Many words which require two characters in Han
Chinese can be written with one character in Wenyen.

The cryptic effect of saving time and effort (and cost per word) that

comes from ellipses of words in our telegraphic style is not entirely

confined to telegrams in Western culture. It has been extended to writing

some parts of botanical reports, for example. And the anthropologist

Kroeber once experimented in publishing one of the California ethnographic

surveys in telegraphic style. But such extension beyond telegrams seems
to lack elegance, if not grammaticalne ss; KroP,ber, for example, had to

abandon his experiment in subsequent survey reports.

Chinese telegrams written in Wenyen achieve (a) greater compactness
than is obtained in our telegraphic style, and (b) bear the flavor of an elegant
literary tradition.

There are associations other than literary elegance which are conducive
to the use of Wenyen as an on-going contemporary classic. Political mottos
and slogans in Wenyen used to have an aura of being more worthy of respect
than they would have been if they were given in any Han Chinese language.

Sun Yat-sen's political mottos werein Wenyen. For any motto to be effective,

the shorter the better, if the connotation is precise; this condition is met
by Wenyen, but also by contracted Han Chinese. Since such leaders of
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Communist China as Mao and Chou En-lai are counted as scholars, they

would be able to quote from Wenye: That one cannot be a good orator without

quoting from Wenyen literature reflects an obsolete cultural value; knowledge

of Wenyen is stilt respected, though exhibition of this knowledge has been

said to have become politically inadvisable. Nevertheless, it is known that

is able to write elegant Wenyen poems; and that he still does write them.

About a generation ago, the serious study of Wenyen was begun by

children still in grade school (e. g. in the seventh grade). Today Wenyen

is studied by advanced studentsin universities. Whether or not this will

transform Wenyen from a contemporary classic to a remote classic (like

our Latin and Greek) must remain an open question.

The literary legacy from Confucius (6th century B. C.) to the end

of the Ching dynasty (1644-1912) was written exclusively in Wenyen. Modern

Chinese scholars learn to compose in Wenyen after the model of writers whose

style differed from age to age. But in the Chinese apperception this corpus

is so unified in s.ructure and lexical selection that two instances from it

as widely separated historically as a century ago and over two millenia ago

are regarded as equally representative of Wenyen.

The structure of Wenyen and of Han Chinese in general is sufficiently

different that the two would not be confute For example, one of our Chinese

students was writing to her mother about clothing; she was asked whether

she could save space by using only one syllable (either yil - or - fu2) . as
in Wenyen -- or wheti or she would write both as a redundant compound for
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.clothing (p.1
fu2). Her response was that her mother would be shocked

if she should write one character (one syllable, either yi1 or fu2) for

clothing; her mother would say something like, "Oh, my daughter has lost

her politeness and her education." She might think that her daughter had

forgotten how to say yi1 fu2, and was writing one or another because she

was talking that way ungrammatical in Han Chinese, but grammatical in

Wenyen. The mother would never suppose that her daughter was attempting

to write in Wenyen, since the rest of the letter in question was written in

Mandarin.

perk PoCtle says it is necessary to "write only the single character

yi , meaning 'clothing', or the single character fu, meaniL'tg the same"

but this holds for Wenyen, not for writing in any one of the Han Chinese

languages. China's cultural tradition becomes blurred when the distinction

between the Wenyen literary language and Han Chinese is not made: "The

spoken language avoids such ambiguities ['syllables pronounced identically

but having different meanings... '] , however, by combining two syllables,

similar ia meaning, into a dissyllabic compound, and lettiag the compom.d

stand for the idea which is common to both... yi and fu, for example, both

mean 'clothing' (in addition to many other things); hence the spoken word

for 'clothing' becomeayi-fu, a compound which will not readily be confu3 ee

by the ear for any other compound... it is necessary to write only the single

character yi, meaning 'clothing', or the single. character fu, meaning the

same, but not both of them put together (unless, of course, one were to
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write exactly as one would speak, but this, as we shall see, was not

customary in the old China). " But it is customary in modern China, to

write redundant compounds like yi1 - fu2 for clothing- clothing as one speaks

them, unless one is composing in the Wenyen the literary language which

differs from the language of any Chinese speech community. Since 1917 when

Hu Shih persuaded people to write in plain talk (pai hua),Nthe language of the

community, most scientific writing, editorials, novels, dramas and love

songs have been composed in written vernacular ( L 3).

1. 3. The double linguistic directive of Communist China

amounts to this: (a) write as you speak (i. e. not in Wenyen); (b) speak

Mandarin ('acquired Mandarin', if your mother tongue is some other Han

Chinese language). The two parts of this directive are closely related; it

would not do to say generally (a) 'write as you .peak', if you speak only

Cintonese; nor is it enough to say (b) ' speak Mandarin', for there are three

or four different major groups of Mandarin dialects though these are, for

the most part, mutually intelligible. Hence the expanded directive for (b)

does not include all of the Mandarin language but only that part of Mandarin

called / p'u3 t'uni hua4/ common language (p'u3 t'uni Intall is synonymous

with kuo2 u3 national language ).

When so restricted, the common national lan ua e turns out to be

a mother tongue for the relatively few (a slight variant of how people

speak who are brought up in Peking), while the vast majority face the task

of learning 'acquired Mandarin', even if they are sp ?akers of non-Pekt.Ig
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the south of China, the aim is not to acquire just any Mandarin dialect: the

model of 'acquired Mandarin' is always the Peking dialect of Mandarin.

Speakers who already know some other dialect of Mandarin would more closely

approximate this model to begin with and would, therefore, have a much

easier time acquiring 'acquired Mandarin' than would speakers of other

Han Chinese languages.

Still, we know of no instance in which an educated speaker of one of

the other languages has failed in an attempt to learn 'acquired Mandarin' to

the point of becoming more or less intelligible to a Peking Mandarin speaker

(though rarely without showing traces of his non-Mandarin native language,

or even of his non-Peking dialect of Mandarin). The speaker of 'acquired

Mandarin', if educated, can use character writing that he and the Peking

Mandarin speaker share as a crutch in communication; either by writing in

sand, in dust, on paper or on the blackboard; or by tracing the characters

on the palm of one hand with the finger of the other; or by tracing the

characters on a table with a chopstick dipped in soup; or even by tracing the

characters in thin air.

In the second half of the 20th century, the speakers of a half dozen

different languages in Mainland China are again faced with accepting or

rejecting virtually the same politically sanctioned Mandarin dialect

that was in political favor in the last dynasty of China (1644-1912). The

foreign Manchus (Mongols) required officials from all the provinces to
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report to them in the Peking dialect, which was then known to the common

people as language of the officials (kuan 1 hua4). It functioned then as a

lingua franca, while today there is apparent intent to have it replace the

other Han Chinese languages. This may be regarded as merely programmatic,

but it seems probable that no cultural shock would be felt in modern China by

official insistence on the use of one dialect of one language whether called

a common lazauage.or national language (or as formerly, language of the

officials); and it seems equally probable that a culture which has had much

experience in official pressure of this kind has also learned how to preserve

its languages and its literature.

A politically sanctioned dialect of Mandarin has for long been one of

four supports of the ethnolinguistic monolith here called Han Chinese. Of

two older supports of this ethnolinguistic monolith, one (Chinese character

writing) is now competing with a self-sufficient alphabet, while the other

(Wenyen) is being transformed from a contemporary classic to a remote

classic. In comparison with 'acquired Mandarin', character writing, and

Wenyen, the fourth support of the ethnolinguistic monolith is the strongest of

all the syntactic uniformity which lies behind the phonological and lexical

diversity in a half dozen different languages, each made '4.1.p of mutually

intelligible dialects.

Chinese who are able to read the Wenyen literature with under starding

(1. 2, above) have necessarily mastered Chinese character writing (1. above)

since the corpus of Wenyen is written exclusively in characters. Such Wenyen,
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when read aloud, is pronounced as the characters are pronounced by a speaker
in his own language today, and no attempt is made to reconstruct former
speech. Accordingly, the same Wenyen passage is pronounced differently
by a speaker from Shanghai than by one from Peking. A given Wenyen passage

may be intelligible in written form (character writing) but not intelligible in
spoken form. If such a passage is unintelligible when pronounced, it would

also be unintelligible if the pronunciation were w7,:itten alphabetically (since

all that alphabetic writing does is to specify sounds of pronunciation). To be

intelligible, such a passage in Wenyen has to be either (a) written in character
writing, or (b) translated from Wenyen into Wu or Mandarin, after which

it can be written in alphabetic writing and still remain intelligible. Alphabetic

writing and character writing are both possible for Wu, Mandarin, and other

Han Chinese languages. Aiphab etic writing is also suitable for Wenyen. Two

Belgian. Jesuits in their Romanization Interdialectique, based on Karlgren's

reconstructed Ancient.. Chinese, set up an ciphabet (26 letters) which could

write Wenyen or any Han Chinese language. If character writing were wholly

given up in favor of alphabetic writing, Wenyen cord still function as a con-

temporary classic language. Nor would Wu, Cantonese, Mandarin and the

others suffer if written in romanization rather than in characters. Each
symbol of the latter (character) is isomorphic with an alphabetic: symbol

sequence (syllable), by and large. However, since the shapes of the syllables

are sufficiently different among the different Han Chinese languages to

constitute a language barrier between them, it is necessary to say which
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Chinese language is being written when the writing is in any romanization

(or any other adaptation of the self-sufficient alphabet).

It is also necessary to distinguish between strings of syllables which

represent written vernacular, and those which represent the actual talking
of a Han Chinese language talking not under the influence of Wenyen

character writing or western educated bilinguals. The use of romanization

is often but erroneously thought to represent exactly the way a Chinese

language is spoken. The effective innovator of modern Chinese writing, Hu

Shih, used to say that his writings in the vernacular were not, nor intended

to be, in the form of actual speech ('only Chao writes the real spoken lang-

uage'). The actual speech, the real spoken language is hereinafter called

spoken lanyaajte, and the vernacular represented in romanization or in

characters will be called written vernacular.

It is interesting to note that Hu Shih played up the use of /pai hua /,

but played down the use of romanization. Because Hu Shib expected to write

/pai hua/ in characters for some decades, he felt no urgency in facing the

knotty problems involved in romanizing Chinese languages and dialects.
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1.4. In 'acquired Mandarin', as identified above, the written vernacular
g ives an overall impression of being somewhat more contracted of utilizing
fewer and sometimes different syllables than the sp.21....ten language. Both

share the same general structure; neither permits utterances quite as terse
as those possible in Wenyen which is structurally more different from either
written or spoken Mandarin than Mandarin is from other modern Chinese

languages.

A speaker of 'acquired Mandarin' might say,

I am writing this letter in a slate -dash manner.1 .01101111.1 W manims=11= .1.MMIMINOMMT

(1) uo3 ma2 ma0 hu3 huh tee 3ie3 6e4

Wa [(horse + horse) (tiger ± tiger) -.140b [write] c [this

fepl Nin4

classifier letter]d.

The literal translation of all sentences, here and below, matches one English

word (the gloss) foz each Chinese morpheme and Chinese is said to be

monosyllabic because most morphemes are exactly one syllable in length.
Thus, one phrase, above, includes one morpheme 3ie3 which is glossed as
(write]. To mark the past, an additional morpheme would be included in the
phrase, Nie3 le°, and the phrase would be glossed [write perfective],
reflected in free translation as 1 have written etc. In a compound some

monosyllabic morphemes have literal glosses which only hint at or imply the
referent for the compound as a whole. Others are not paradoxical, are quite
explicit and even redundant, and hence show a better semantic fit with the
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meaning of the compound as a whole. The corresponding literal glosses of

members of a compound are enclosed in parentheses. So also are the glosses

of the repeated morphemes in reduplication.. And a combined compound and.

reduplieation is also enclosed in parentheses, as in sentence (1), where the

literal glosses are (horse ± horse) (tiger :1- ti a9); the referent for this re-

duplicated compound is explicitly statedln the free translation which precedes

sentence (1): in a slap-dash manner.

Though the speaker would certainly say sentence (1) in spoken language-

and be always understood by anyone who comprehends any Mandarin dialect-

he would be more apt to substitute (confused - cursive) for (horse + horse)

(tiger + tiger) in written vernacular, as is shown in sentence (2),

I am writing this letter carele s sly.
0 3 4 1 , 4

(2) uo3 liau2 c au3 to . sie fer3 sin

Ci)
a

[(confused-cur sive) write] [this classifier letter ]
d

Sentence (1) is uttered in ten syllables; sentence (2) is written in eight. The

single difference lies in the spoken language selection of a reduplicated

compound for (1) (horse ± horse) (tiger + tiger); and in the written language

selection of a simple or non-reduplicated compound for (2) (confused-

cursive). But, of course, sentence (1) can be written (as indeed is apparem,

above); and sentence (2) can be uttered. But sentence (2), when uttered,

would be less widely understood by Mandarin speakers than sentence (I),

The first use of enclosing one or nacre glosses in brackets (andiabel-

ling each bracket with a subscript letter), is to permit comparison between
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closely similar sentences. Thus, sentences (1) and (2), above, are identical
in brackets a, c, d. Thy acler only in bracket b.

The second use of ere:losii) one or more glosses in brackets is that it
permits easy exposition of where the corresponding Chinese groups of mor-
phemes are reorderable either in non-contrastive transformations of the
same message, or contrat.14tive transformations which change the message.
There is an old stereotyped explanation, now generally abandoned, according
to which some languages have more grammar than others. Languages which

permit free reordering of any units, as in the non-contrastive syntax of

Chinese, were supposed to have less grammar than say, inflectional lan-
guages which have fixed limitations on the distribution of affixes flanking stems

in word morphology. This sterectyred explanation was abandoned once the
20th century notion of levels within the grammar of a particular language was

developed. In general, it was then clear that languages might differ in being

grammatically more limiting at one level than another, rather than having

more grammar in the whole of one language and less grammar in the whole
of another language. But the older view of Chinese can be restated in terms
of the new recognition of levels: Chinese shows more grammar (limitations
on distributions) at some levels, and less grammar at ether levels (hence
more freedom, or choice, or possibility of reordering without contrast).
Since brakkett as units are often reorderable (i.e. permutable), without

change in message, it is at this permutant level that restrictions on distribu-
tion are least in evidence. Thus in sentence (3), which follows, there are a
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half-dozen brackets; if now we hold the first bracket and the last bracket in

constant position, it is possible to vary the positions of the four intervening

brackets, labelled with subscripts from a to d, with the general message

remaining constant.

He has never 12.1.Led happily at home with his own children.

t' al pui een2 kau tp1 kau 1
N irk

xiti4 4

hs]... [not evedb [(Lk. +111.0.)-(2pirit ± spirit) -laic ['a.ati-hLiael

te

1 .2 enken hat m0 uan gua3

middle ]d twith (child-formative) plural ]e [(play p.2412

The referent for the reduplicated compound of bracket c is ham; the

ordering of the intervening brackets is Ls] b c d e [(played)]. There are

some half dozen possible permutations in the reordering of the four interven-

,ng brackets, namely:
a

(3.1) f..122] b d c e [Waxed)]

(3.2) [he] b e c d [(played)]

(3.3) [he] d b c e [(played)]

( 3. 4) [he] d e b c [(litayed)]

(3,5) 1121] e b c d [(played))

(3.6) [12.2] e d b c [(2,11)]

(3.7) [112] bedc [(played)]

Though these reorderings are possible, they are not selected at random,

nor ,arbitrarily, nor by whim of the speaker. They exemplify the principle

that the minimum syntactic span is more than one sentence in length, for the
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orderings in (3.1) to(3.7 ) are all response sentences, i.e., sentences uttered

in response to a stimulus sentence which has its intervening brackets in an

order parallel to that given in the response sentence. The general principle

is; Say unto others as you have heard others say to you. This is an extension

of Chao's rule of question-answer word [i.e. bracket] order; 'Ask as you

would, be answered.' That is, whatever the ordering of brackets in a question

(or other kind of stimulus sentence), a parallel order will be given in the

answer (or other kind of response sentence).

Thus, if someone says (stimulus sentence here given in terms of its

glosses in brackets) , he ]a has A.Livia 1.b. at (school )"'in ]d [(ha) -Ix]c

lkith. (student) plural ]e [(At), Ledl]f; you select the b d e ordering of sen-

tence (3) brackets (response sentence (3,1)); rts)a not ever) [at home mid-
wwwwwwwwwe b maw.* eamappwwwww.se

dle id [(happy)-la]c [with (child) 21arat]e [(elayed)]f. However, if someone

says (stimulus sentence), faeja ever ]b [with, (wile )1e [4,1 home middle ]d

[(happy) -x]c [(chats )]f, you select the parallel be dc ordering of sentence

(3) brackets (response sentence (3.7)); [he ]a [not ever ]b [with (child) plural]

at home middle ]d [(happrNiic [(21.2_,Le_cge. And so on, for the other re-

sponse sentences with still different orderings of intervening brackets.

Accordingly, the possibility of reordering without change of denotation in the

message appears to be not entirely free, since it and stress and intonation

as well parallels the choice in ordering of the preceding speaker. But it

is relatively free. Many alternatives are possible; but only one alternative

in the response -- the alternate which echoes order, stress, and intonation of
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the: stimultiti im polite sae well as correct.

The possibility of reordering brackets with change of message also

exists. This second kind of reordering is relatively limited, and its restric-

tions are not influenced by the parallel syntax of the preceding speaker. It

is in fact much like functional word order in English (e.. g. , [tiger] is subject,

or topic before the predicate or comment [killed the man], while [man] is

subject or topic when preceding the predicate or comment [killed the tiger)).

But topic is not always translatable as English subject, aT 7 comment unlike

English predicate may include embeddedloEis!.. Also, the topic- comment

level is explicable in a syntactic span that is longer than one sentence. We

return to the topic-comment level after considering lower levels shorter

spans of morphemes within the brackets.

It is the bracket as a whole that is reorderable and, therefore, some-

times analogous to a 'linguistic word' in languages with a 'word' level. The

single morphemes within a 1%acket, however, might be said to represent

lethnolinguistic words', since children are taught to learn and tc. write single

mo;:phemes separate characters in the traditional writing system and

adults pay for telegrams according to the number of single morphemes rathel.

than according to the number of brackets in a message. There is a Chinese

label for the single morpheme (equivalent to the single character) c4
but no label for the bracket, our reorderable unit, The reorderable bracket

and the single morpheme coincide when a bracket includes just one morphema,

as in :,he first bracket of each sentence given above, and as in racket in
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senterees (1) and (2). All other brackets in sentences (1), (2) and (3) in-

clude more than one morpheme.

Literal glosses are given for the single morphemes, even when in paren

theses; but the referent or connotation of the reduplication and/or compour.d

in parentheses is given it free translation, as in the last bracket in sentence

(3): [(play juggle)] meaning 21.2..at or played.

In text or discourse frequency, as would be expected, the morphemes

that always function as lexical or major morphemes (capital M, in our nota-
tion) are most conspicuous. Scarcely more than one in five and fewer in

inventory count than in text .frequency function as grammatical or minor
morphemes (small m, in our notation), analogous to functive words and affixes

(suffixes or prefixes or infixes) in languages with a word level. But, most

surprising of all to Western eyes, a very large fraction of single morphemes

function alternatively as minor morphemes in some brackets and as major

morphemes in other brackets (la M m in our notation, As exemplified inm

sentence (4), below).

It becomes immediately clear, when applied to English examples, how

the notation works when lexical or major morphemes are represented by M,

when morphemes in the grammatical inventory (mostly suffixes) are repre-
sented by m, and when morphemes which function alternatively as either
but in different sequences are marked by .z English repeatedly

represents a sequence M-m-m, since a lexical or major morpheme, repeat
(M) is followed by -m-m, two minor morphemes which are always suffixes,
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-ed 'Once a suffix always a suffix' is a rule which holds generally for

English, but some few suffixe4rninor morphemes) appear also as lexical or

major morpheme3 (or vice versa). Notation used for instances of such over-

lap, is 104 when the morpheme is functioning as a suffix, but ?Ind when the same

morpheme is functioning as a lexical or major morpheme. Thus, in full of

beans and less than half, both full and less are functioning as major mor-

phemes. However, we represent both as Pna because both full and less may

also function as minor morphemes, as in carefully, carelessly. Here -full-

and -less- are represented as and the sequence as a whole is represented

as M-*-m. Occasional parallel instances of la - Pna are found when a suffix

or sequences of suffixes are uttered as words, generally as technical words

ism or isms from socialism and the like, emic and etic from phonemic, 2122:

netic and the li)ce.

The rule, 'once a suffix always a suffix' is a general rule for English,

but not for Chinese. The total inventory for minor morphemes m's which

always function as graMmatical or minor morphemes is surprisingly

small. The total inventory of major morphemes M's which always function

as major morphemes forme the largest fraction of lexical morphemes in

the dictionary. But hundreds of morphemes belong equally to (a) the gram

mar when they serve a grammatical function; and to (b) the dictionary

when they function like other lexical or major morphemes that is, like

the majority of M's.

It is only a Western bias to say 'a language should not be confused with
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its dictionary' or that the dictionary of a language is an appendix to its

grammar'. In the Chinese view, all instances of M belong simultane-

ously to the grammar and tha dictionary. And instance. of MCO himtt are numer-
ous and highly recurrent in any text. Instances of m's (minor or grammatical

morphemes which keep their grammatical function in all occurrences) are
highly recurrent, to be sure, but not numerous in inventory count. So far
as our sample is predictive for 'acquired Mandarin', it suggests that almost half o

occurrences of morphemes in texts belong simultaneously to the grammar or
minor morpheme inventory and to the major morpheme inventory (Al ), where

the meaning is generally altered.

Thus, fet31 is glossed as classifier relevant to envelopes or small

packages, as in sentences (1) and (2) above, and (4a) below, when it func-

tions as W. But when functioning as m114
i

ferli is glossed as seal or sealer as
in sentence (4),

He has sealed that letter.el.~(W. WONIPINNIMPT WWW/M~/3 .10/MN

(4a) t' a1 feiji lei net.4 fej30 Nin
4

he seal 2erfective that classifier letter

(M]a [?na 111]b Mic
The enyelope, is on the desk.

1110119 ONIMIONIONO

(4b) gin4 .4 euol Ifan0

(letter sealer at ta.ble on

Here and in the following sentences the glosses for compounds and for
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reduplication are enclosed in parentheses, but otherwise all notation (inclu-

ding that for brackets, M, m, and isti) is placed in the third line under

the uncluttered Chinese morphemes and their literal English translations

(glosses); the free translation precedes the numbered sentences. The mor-
pheme fen' appears as the verb seal and as the classifier for letter in sen-

tence (4a); it also appears in the compound for envelope (Nin4 fen') (letter
sealer) in sentence (4b). The compound including Nin4 does not occur with

feD1 as classifier.

Simple compounds are represented as (M M) when each member can

also appear as a single major morpheme M, not in compound. The last

bracket in sentence (3) provides an instance of this: (21.1x juggle), where
two different free major morphemes denote 211. They are free because

each M may appear out of compound, uan2 to play, Nua3 to juggle.

The first or second member of the simple compound, or even both

members, may be im ld instead of M (see above), as in the first bracket of

sentence (4b) where (lam sealer)means envelope an instance of (M ?A).

When the first member of a compound is a bound M- or the second is a

bound or when both members are bound, the simple compound is repre-
sented as hyphenated (M-M). Thus, the M- cimalusod Quua-13) is bound

while the M for cursive (c'.aul is t2c,)e. In the ohAlplo con-mound ,.11,-A4)?, (con-

fused - cursive) for careless in sevaaacc- (2)Q

Whether the simple compound is c).' a2e CtIA

relationship of the literal glosses t what tae coz,c1pcil'Ind chD, E)
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may be either self-exlanatory or even redundant, on the one hand, or para-

doxical in the sense that the literal glosses, especially when coordinate, pose

a paradox which is resolved in the meaning of the compound as a whole.

Thus, the reduplicated compound in sentence (1) may be reduced to a simple

(M M) compound, (horse tiger ), meaning carefree, not particular, not fussy.

Other sirrreJle compounds with coordinate members are more or less like this.:

(east west) meaning something (tuzilli0); and (horizontal vertical) meaning

any way (hen2 '40); and (come go) meaning checking account (lai2 uav3).

So also, (to beat to sort) meaning to clean up (tat 1`43); this is an instance of
/NIMNMAIWO.M' OM1.11

(M M) which may be shortened to the second member which alone is less
3specific than the compound (lu to sort, to put in order). Some coordinate

compounds are self-explanatory in the ,-ense that the meaning of the whole

may be inferred from the meaning of the members a (to ripair to wort) for

to fix 2.2 (vstu 3); this instance of (M M) may be Shortened to or expand-

ed from the first member of the compound (stu to repair, to mend) .

Examples of the self-explanatory kinds of simple compounds have appeared

in the preceding sentences: (confused-cursive) meaning careless; (play

itirale) meaning p_lalr; (letter seal 1.-) meaning 2nE2122t. In some of these

self - explanatory compounds, the firczt member is ;subordinate to the second.

In some, the glosses of the two members overlap in meaning, and then the

two members are again coordina,te. Thus, redundantly, (clothing - (-11411Ls

3*means slotim (I11 fu0); and (body - body) means boy (Ken I t1 t ); and

()(friend -friend) means friend (pen 2 jou) ; and (mad raving) means insane
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1 2fel) k uaD ); and (look see) means to see (k'an4 Fien°) . If the first mem-

ber is modifier in respect to the second member, the compound may be

either paradoxical or self-explanatory as (move thing) meaning animal (tue

u4); as (ground diagram) meaning map (ti4 t'u2). Compare (offending per -

so for criminal, and (interior person) for wife (of speaker), where the se-

cond member is the same (fan4 ren°) and (nei4 rend) respectively. So

also, for the next pair, (fierce hand) means murderer (lion' Nou°) and

(rifle hand) means a good shot, an expert marksman (c'iaD1 gou°). For the

last compound, reversal of order is possible: (hand rif ) for revolver (gou3

Fian1). In fact, this is the only compound cited so far in which the order of

(M1 M2) can be changed to (M2 MI), and still remain a compound. In (new

smell) for news the second member is glossed for its value in spoken lan--

guage, but is closer to the meaning of the whole compound if it' is glossed for

its Wenyen value (new hear) for news (gin' uen2). If the speaker does not

know Wenyen, he has to learn this compound without the crutch of analysis;

so also, for the following compound whose members can be interchanged

without change of meaning: either (hear see) or (see hear) for observe,

observation (perception by ears and eyes, or by eyes and ears, but not by

nose) (uen2 Z5ien°) Vien4 uen2) even though uen2 out of compound

now means to sniff, to smell. Finally, we list compounds in which the second

:member is related to the first as its object, as (flow blood) for to bleed (lieu2

XUe3); as (move -body) for to start on a i_Durnex (tun4 gen' ); and, more para-

d-dxicatty, as (use-merit) for to study hard (WO kup 1) .
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In the preceding two-member compbunds, the gloss selected for each

member was influenced by the meaning that the morpheme in question would

mark when out of compound. If the meaning that the morpheme marks when

in compound were selected, then instead of (fierce hand) for murderer, we

would gloss (crime hand), instead of (new smell) for news, (new hear);

uen2 is fairly active in compounds.

Triple compounds are marginal in inventory, or seem slightly out of

pattern when used in some neologisms, but suggest no uncertainty or ambi--

guity in analysis of the immediate constituent type. A triple compound is

represented as (M M) (M) or as (M) (M M) when the members are free

major morphemes, as in (season wait) (wind) for the monsoons (V i4 hou4)

IfeD1), and as in (2111Am hot) (sickness) for yellow fever (huari2 re4) (piD4);

(yellow hot) does not occur in sequence except before (sickness) . It is pos-

sible to distinguish between a simple compound preceded by the major mor-

pheme.for yellow in sequence with minor morpheme, and a triple compound

in which M for yellow is the first member: (M-m) (M M) represents (yellow-

of) (cover car) for yellow rented car [hua/3 2 te° (pau 1 c' el)]. The same

three major morphemes in triple compound (M) (MM) but without the

minor morpheme te° appear in 'acquired Mandarin', perhaps under

Shanghai influence, as (yellow) (coy -3r car), meaning ricksha.[(huan 2) (pau 1.
VP .....1111

PE e.1 )1. When one or Thdre members of a triple compound are bound, this is

represented by hyphens, as (M M) (- M) for (descend-fall) ( squadron)

meaning paratroope- Mar4 lao (tuei4)1; compare (descend-fall) (umbrella),
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meaning parachute [(nia.g4 luo4) (sans) ]; and the sequence (cold-hot) which

occurs only in sequence (cold-hot) (tabulation) meaning thermometer [(hang

2Nu ) (piau3)]. Perhaps (not have-wk je (electricity) meaning radio is an

extended calque from wireless [(u2 gien4) (tien4)]. It is not certain whether

the following example represents a triple compound (M) (M M), or a phrase

in which the first member, glossed to send out, precedes an (M M) com-

pound, [to send out (spleen steam)], meaning, in either analysis, to lose

one 's temper [(fa 1 ) (p' i2 i° )] .

Sequences of paired compounds also occur (see below). So also do

paired reduplications i.e. reduplicated compounds. Both are extensions

of simple compounds and simple reduplication. Sequences of same mor-

phemes in redupEcation and their glosses are inclosed in parentheses, as

are members of compounds, but the relation of the repeated members in a

reduplication is shown by different notation than the relationship of different

morphemes in a compound. For bound /morphemes, the plus sign is used

when the morpheme is repeated in reduplication (M + M); and, as already

noted, the hyphen is used for connecting different bound morphemes in com-

pound (M M). Most common kinship terms are instances of (M + M),

though they ire reduced to single M in letter writing in epistolary style

as substitute for first person, I, the writer's kinship term in respect to the

person written to; and as substitute for second person, you, the addressee's

kinship term in reference to the writer. But other than in letter writing (and

in Wenyen), the majority of kinship terms appear as instances of + M)
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reduplication. Thus, in instances specifying younger siblings: (brother +

brother) for younger brother (ti4 ti°), and {sister + sister) for Younger sister
.4 .0(met met ) . So also in instances specifying older 'siblings, (sister + sister)

for older sister (6ie3 6ie()), and (brother + brother) for older brother (ke 1

key) . In all instances but the last, these M's appear not only in (M + M) re-

duplication but also in (M - M) compounds, as (younger brother-younger sis-

. .ter) meaning younger siblings of either sex, collectively (ti4 met4 ), and as

(older sister- y_oun&er sister) meaning sisters irrespective of relative age,

collectively Vie3 mei4). On the other hand, though there is an (M M) com-

pound for (older brother-x2unger brother) meaning brothers irrespective of

relative awe, the first member of the compound is not selected from the (M

M) reduplication, as given above, though the second member is so selected

(gioul ti4) rather than *(kel ti4).

The relationship of the repeated members of a reduplication is indicated

by the plus-and-minus sign when the repeated morpheme is free that is,

also occurs out of reduplication and out of compound, as well as in (M + M)

reduplication. Thus, as a free morpheme, t 0 at4 too much occurs before

modifiers, including quantifiers ( as too much red, too many); but in redup-

lication, represented as (M + M), (too much + too much) means wife (eat4

.t at0 ). For morphemes which may enter into such optional reduplication, the

difference in meaning between the singe morpheme anciL the L-eduplicated mor-

phemes, when there is a difference, is quite divorse more o less para-

doxical, a in the preceding example; also, having reference to command or
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entreaty or commiseration, as in the sentences immediately following; and

also marking other notions, as distributiveness or liveliness. If the repeated

M's in sentence (5) were reduced to a single M, the sentence would declare

You. are het in that man; as cited, with (M ± M), sentence (5) is imperative,
You give that man a hand.

0(5) ni3 (paD1 pau ke0) nei4 ren

you (help ± help) that classifier man

[M]a [(M 14)]b [let
M]C

In sentence (6), the M for thin is out of reduplication,

He's very thin.

(6) t'al hen3 sou4

he very thin

[M] [m M]

In sentence (7), tr reduplication adds the notion of commiseration, as in the
free translation,

He's rather thin (poor thing) .

(7) t'al (gou4 gou4) te°

he thin ± thin

[M] [(M ± M) -rn]

But in a parallel reduplication, he (fat ± fat) reduplication adds the no-

tion of something jolly or lively, as when we say of a baby He's fat (cute).
to sentence (8), the reduplication adds the notion of entreaty, Try and eat this
to see ( to see if it's sour or sweet or bitter or poison, or whatever in con-
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text).

and at this.
(v.o. efio) k,an0

(eat ± eat) look

[(M

Compounds also appear in pairs, as do reduplications. An example of

the former is represented by (M M) (M M), as for example, (older

brother- younger brother)-(0.1der sister-younger sister) meaning all siblings
1 .4 3 4(siou )-(ne mei ). Examples of the latter are faund in sentence (1)

(horse + horse)- (:tiger + tiger) meaning in a elan-lash manner; and in sen-

tence (3) (hi&h + high)-(spirit + spirit) meaning happy. The reduplicated

compound marks a more lively meaning (e.g. slap-dash) that the simple

compound (e.g. carefree), when there is a difference. The difference be-

tween sentence (3), with a reduplicated compound, and sentence (9), with

simple compound, is a matter of what marks liveliness marked by redup-

licated compound in (3), and by a minor morpheme for very in (9),

I'm 2221ha_....22i.

(9) uo3 hen3 (kaul Niaj4)

!ay (high-spirit)

[M ]a [m" (M M)]b

In all instances of compounds and reduplication, so far, the constituent

memberes are represented by major n-lorphemes (M's) . But two-member

compounds, or compound-like sequences of two members, also occur in
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which one member is a minor morpheme, m or M. The most productive of

the latter are formative compounds.

In formative compounds the major morpheme is dependent. Thus,

(child-formative) (xai2means child (xa' 0 ); and randchild-formative) means

g randchild (suen" 0
); and(o1f2, rejalg-formative) means son (er 2 oi0). All

- )of these represent instances of (M But compare the la instance forM

son w.th instances of (M v M) , as (female offspring ) for day hter (nii3 er°),

on the one hand, and with the members of this compound reversed, when the

g loss for pifipLilli is specialized to male offspring,, as in (male offspring.

female) meaning offspring of either sex or both sexes (er 2 .3 ).

When the first M in a compound is free, the formative represented abcve

as often functions as rather than as a formative; indeed, though the same

mcrphe-ne, it is glossed after free M as oacityatial and represented as

M in a simple (M *) compound.
LAI Thus, (melon kotentiat) means melon seed

(kua 1 ei 3) in contrast to melon (kua 1); and (fish potential) means roe (flAMMN411

oi3)
, beside fish (ill) ; and (gun potential) means bullet (E- jap 1 Ci 3

) beside

2

2 1par! (Z iaD ); and (female potential) means woman (nu ci3) . Similarly, when

the members of the compound for woman are reversed,the new compound,

. .(14 - M) means off.sp:?ing of either sex or both sexes (Z,1+2 3 ).

Localizer compounds in which the localizer has full tone are less corn-

mon than formative compounds. The localizer, as second member of a cam"

pound, is represented by 19 in (.M. (heaven below) means the world,

(t' ienl Nia4) ; (ciltx inside) means downtown (eeD2 li3); (horse above) means
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immedi , at once (ma3 gar14). But for localizer may also follow M out

of compound, as in Lily: in, reversing the prepositional order of English, in
2 .9

M.the city, and represented not as *[(M - )] but as [M :M1 [Ce eD 11 ] .

(Compare the same morphemes as a compound for downtown, above. ) Fur.her-

more, morphemes here represented as alternate as M, when they are

glossed somewhat differently. As Vii, giall is glossed down but as M sta4 is

glossed to descend; so also, li3 is inside, within
.in the compound (M 11:0) c4
0 ); so also gaT) 4 is

to ss22, to ascend as M.

M
but is lining of garment

on, above as ,x.22 but is

Within the bracket, the major morphemes, M and , and the minor

morphemes, m and ,, which are free and not in parentheses, function as
M

parts of speech. So also, the parentheses for compound or reduplication or

reduplicated compound count as one part of speech, though the members of

the compound or the repeated morphemes in reduplication are not so classi-

fied. It is only the part of speech of the whole parentheses that is relevant to

the syntax of the phrase or of the sentence, though it would be possible to

assign class membership to each member of the compound. Thus, the redup-

lication (too much-too mudr) means wife and counts as noun, irrespective of

the form class of the repeated morpheme enclosed in parentheses (t'ai

The r ompounds and reduplications represented by parentheses

,1

wholes

as well as major morphemes, M or 1=k1 out of parentheses both distinguish

four parts of speech: verb, noun, adjective, and adverb; and a fifth pant of

speech, pronoun, is distinguished by M alone (out of parentheses, since pro-
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nouns z,re neither reduplicated nor enter into compounds).

Within a phrase bracket, the minor morphemes, m or 124 ' give specifi-
M

cation or support to the major parts of speecicA, zr otherwise complement the

major morphemes, M or andand some .minor -morphemes also distinguish

what might, be called minor parts of speech: demonstrative, numeral, clas-

sifier, as well as localizer, directional and other complements.

In self-sufficient sentences, each phrase bracket includes at least one

major morpheme, M or . Stated conversely, no brackets have been cited,

so far, with one or two minor morphemes, m or
MV; ' to the exclusion of major

morphemes. Such phrase brackets do occasionally occur, however, but only

in sentences which follow or are followed by a self-sufficient sentence in a

longer discourse- This is one dimension of macro-syntax. When not self-

sufficient, either the stimulus sentence or the response sentence may be

linguistically dependent on a self-sufficient sentence in the le-iger discourse;

or ethnolinguistically dependent on the context, as by pointing at something

prior to beginning a sentence with a demonstrative functioning as pronoun
ix.ce 4 This... in sentence (14), below). Such dependence, whether linguis-

tic or ethuolinguistic, is a clear indication of macro-syntax. A phrase

bracket which includes minor morphemes (m or ) exclusively is sure to

be in macro-syntax, while in the narrower sentence syntax, all phrase

brackets include a major morpheme (M or m) .

In sentences (1)d and (2)d, this classifier letter] represents a se-

quence of two minor parts of speech (demonstrative and classifier) followed
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by a major part of speech (noun), in a phracie bracket

59

which

functions as a noun phrase. The same two minor parts of speech are followed

by a noun compound in parentheses in the self-sufficieni.: sentence,

This card is 1:Etti.

(10) .6e4

this

68.1,11 a3 133 ien4 hau3 k' an4

classifier (card sheet) (good look)

(M
!-/41)]a [(II! M)]b

But though the same two minor parts of speech may be the only members of

a bracket phrase, [1?-1
M
CD], without M for noun, the bracket as whole is a noun

phrase, as in

This one is pretty.

(11) ee4 1 hau3 kt an4

this classifier (good look)

[133 kly1 M)1b

The difference between sentences (10) and (11) is that (10) is a self-sufficient

sentence, while (11) is found only in macro-syntax, as defined above. The

ethnolinguistic dimension of macro syntax is well illustrated in the next

sentence: standing before a collection of photographs or paintings, one

might say,

Every one of them is pretty.

(12) ean 1 6ap 0 toul hau3 k' an4

(classifier classifier) all (good look)

M
[m (M M

)]h
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Heard as an isolated sentence from the playback of a tape recording, one

could not say from sentence (12) just what was pretty ® it might be, on the

one hand, a postcard, or photograph, or painting, or even sheets of blank

paper, and it would be in this domain that one would first guess what refer-

ence was intended; on the other hand, since the particular classifier in sen-

tence (121 is also relevant to other objects with extended surfaces, including

beds, desks or tables, stools, rugs, and linen sheets, one's first guess would

have been wrong if the actual reference was to a collection of stools or rugs,

for example. The compound classifier here is, generically, a distributive

collection of objects with extended surfaces. But the same reduplicated

classifier also occurs before a compound noun in the first bracket of the

self- sufficient sentence,

All the cards are 2retti.

(13) ab 1 Zan° k' a 3 p' ien4 toul hau3 k' an4

(classifier classifier) (card sheet) all (good look)

[(t 123) (M La)] (M 1\11)]bm a
All brackets which include a classifier function as noun phrase. Sentences

(11) E.,nd (12) are in macro-syntax, while (10) and (13) are self-sufficient. In

self-sufficient sentences, the order is either demonstrative or numeral be-

fore unredu licated classifier before noun (10); or else reduplicated classi-

fier before noun (13); see also sentence (61) for adjective phrase between

classifier and noun. In macro-syntax, the order is either demonstrative or

numeral before classifier, as in sentence (11); or else repeated classifier
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(reduplication) as in sentence (12), without following noun in either order,

but with the bracket, nevertheless, functioning as noun phrase° Reduplica-

tion of the classifier is it compatible with prior demonstrative or numeral.

Such restrictions are more closely associated with the classifier than with

the noun (which may occur with or without classifier) or the demonstrative

or numeral (which may also occur with or without classifier). But unredup-

licated classifiers are flanked by following noun and preceding demonstrative

or numeral.

Many classifiers may be transformed from a classifier (a minor part

of speech) to a major part of speech (as noun or verb ). Thus, ark 1 is

transformed from classifier
( ' above) to *4 erb ( ) as in Va,1 toM m

22. A better example is feD1 which may be transformed from a verb,

to seal (U) , Aassifier (111M ') relevant to the domain of letters and small

packages, as in sentence (4a). So similarly, pen3 may be transformed from

a noun (glossed in various ways as cost, fiscal capital, and when in com-

pounds, as same, origin, root, booklet) to classifier relevant to a narrow

domain to bound sheets of paper or cloth, as notebooks, magazines, pat-

tern books, and ordinary books.

Beside the hundred or so classifiers. which are transformable in this
m Mway (from n to is), there are relatively few classifiers which are never so

transformed. Hence, the latter are represented as non-transformable minor
. .morpheme (m) rather than transformable fal . Thus, Z.* 1 ts relevant to the

medium sized objects, animals, or a member of a pair; k e 1 to the domain
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of plants and especially trees; tuo3 to the domain of flowers; k'uai4is relevant

to lumps or pieces, and may also be glossed dollar, but only in macro-syntax;

ke 4 is relevant to the widest domain of all and is also substitutable as a general

classifier in place of the more domain-restricted t,:ansformable classifiers.

Still the domains to which ke4 are relevant are not entirely unrestricted

ke 4 does not occur before nouns for sheets of paper, nor before nouns for

long strips as river or thread, flowers and trees, etc., when preceded by

numerals higher than one, though it may occur before such nouns when pre-

ceded by th:. numeral one or a demonstrative.

Sentence (14) t, following, shows a non-transformable minor morpheme

a.naffixal relationship to one of the major morphemes: M-m is glossed as

I-of and means 2-ra before the noun compound (heaven el), translated
=1 IM bPONNIINVAIMM owIN

freely as world in a sentence excerpted from a longer discourse,

This is au:
3(14) Fe4 st4

teeuo t' ten1 Nia4

this is T of (heaven below)

(141a [M11) (M (M ralic

in

Minor morphemes affixed to major morphemes as the instance repre-

sented by M-m in sentence (14) are very low in inventory count, but occur

over and over again in texts. Some few are suffixed (ern); still fewer are

prefixed (m-); and an occasional one or two are infixed (-m- ). An example

of the latter appears in echo reduplication which is a variant of the simpler

kinds of reduplication and compounds noted above. Thus, the simple (M M)
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compound (hu4 ttu2) glossed, as the members would be glossed out of

compound, as (paste-smear) for the adjectival verb, blurred or muddled

is transformed from verb part of speech to adverb part of speech, meaning

in a muddled manner, 2.22d and muddled, blurrish, when the simple compoundftwo.,.4 mrm.wpw2. eammwfinwap.

is wholly reduplicated (both members reprated), and also when partly redup-

licated (first member repeated, with intervening Infix): (hu2 hu0) (tu2 tu°);

and also (with infix -li°- ), (hu2 li° hu2 tu°);.the latter is an instance of echo

reduplication.

For an example of prefix for not alternating with verb for have no,

compare (15), (16), and (17):

I don't have (as response sentence).

(15) uo3 mei2 i
3(-0)ou

not have

[Mla M]b

I don't have

(16) uo3 mei2 iou3 Wien2

not have money.

[Mla Mlb [M]c

haven't any money.

(17) uo3 mei2 ' bent

have no money

[M ]a [ 4,4 M]b

But it is possible to reorder sentence (16) from a b e to c .a b as in
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English, 'rom I don't have money to Money I don't have. Such reordering is

not p-.)s sible in sentence ( 17 ) where mei 2 functions as a verb before a noun

included in the same bracket because the noun in this kind of sequence is not

independently permutable. (One can't end a sentence with mei 2
. ) The same

noun is included in a separate bracket when it is reorderable from last

bracket, as in sentence (16) to first bracket in sentence (16): [nen2] [uo3]

[mei2 iou3] :aistty I'don't have.

In the western tradition of alphabetic writing, space serves as a word

marker. If a word contains unusually many morphemes say a prefix (m- ),

stem (M), and suffix (-m) the whole m-M-m sequence is still set off by

space as, for example, un-usual-lx in this sentence. In the Chinese tradi-

tion of character writing, space or whatever Chinese use as the equivalent

of space serves to separate successive syllables, and that amounts to

successive morphemes in almost every case. This tradition of writing per-

mits recognition of characters (by the device of keeping each character to-

gether) . Thus, separate morphemes by separate character tradition may

be continued in modern alphabetic writing; indeed, it is reflected in the way

the 'acquired Mandarin' is written here by keeping morphemes apart by

space, as in fei 1
aD

2 te° un-usual-I.y. It is we who add the parentheses

(to group together morphemes in reduplication or in compound), just as we

add the brackets (for phrases which include one or more morphemes) , and just

as we insert -,+, + as notation within parentheses for formulae (but not for the

Chinese part). These are merely notational additions which still permit space
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to serve as a morpheme boundary marker, irrespective of whether a given

morpheme is always a major morpheme (M); or always a ,ninor morpheme

(in); kA mor sometimes one and sometimes the other (m m).

There is no lack of clear-cut distinction between an M which functions

as a major part of speech say the pronoun for I (uo3) and an m which

is always a minor morpheme of the kind that never alternates as a major

morpheme. Every instance of the latter (m) is an affix either a. prefix or

a suffix (or an infix, but there are relatively few infixes). But though an

affix, the morpheme represented by m is still separated from the other mor-

phemes by space. Thus, in the case of the M-m sequence for I-pluralizer,

meaning we, there is a space between the major morpheme (uo3) and the suf

fixed minor morpheme (men0): uo3 men we.

This is consistent and useful. It is consistent because space separates

morphemes, not words. It is useful for languages whose affixed (m's) may

have either a narrow dependence range in which the dependence extends only

to adjacent major morphemes (hence as part of one 'word' in languages like

English with a word level), on the one hand; or on the other hand, whose

affixes (m's) may just as characteristically have a wide dependence range

hi which the dependence extends to a whole phrase, clause, or sentence.

The wide dependence range is not altogether unknown in languages with

word level like English, but it is not characteristic of them. It is found in

such expressions as "the King of England's hat" or, with an even wider depen

dence range for the same suffi.. ('s), in the sentence that H. L. Memcken (1936)
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cites as a curiosity: That umbrella is the young lady I go with's." As

Y. R. Chao (1960) has shown, analogues of such wide dependence range for

suffixes are not at all curious but instead just as characteristic of Chinese

structure as the narrow dependence range exomphAied above by 1.1.pluralizer I

meaning we. A similar example is LI- f] meaning m in a phrase without

following noun, or meaning my whatever the noun is, if a noun it, included in

the phrase (uo3 te°, before noun). Compare now two suffixes; in narrow

range dependence: 1I-,31u.ralizer-of) meaning ours in a phrase without follow-

ing noun, or else our (uo3 rnen0 te0, before noun) ,

The list of commonly heard affixes is a short one when it includes

affixes whose dependence range is generally within a phrase span i.e.

within a bracket. Two affixes in this first list appear again in an even shorter

second list which includes a few other affixes whose dependence range is

wider-extending to whole clause or even to whole sentence.

The pluralizing suffix appears not only after pronoun, as a-pluralized
,meaning we (uo 3 men0j

, but also after some nouns in a sociolinguistic set

whose generic is man as a human being, including status and role terms, as

professor, student, worker, comrade it. M-m sequence and in compound

sequence, as (M M) - m. Since nouns are non-committal as to number,

the pluralizer suffix at least adds explicitness of number (in a collective

sense). Tlins, [rent ] 222.32 or kersons but [rent men0 womenfolk7people.

Quantification by prior numeral is incompatible with pluralizing by suffix:

[three classifier parson] meaning three people (san 1 ke 0 rent), but nevermarsmaa. mmenowlasarrnal
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'[three classifier person pluralized. On the other hand, pronouns do mark

singular person, and hence are really changed in number by the pluralizer

suffix, When the pronoun. referent is to human beings, number is specified;

number is non-committal, however, in yronominal reference to plants, to

inanimate objects, or to some animals. Thus, 1-11 means it or they in refer-

ence to non-domesticated animals, plants, and things; but in reference to hu-

mans and domesticated animals, its meaning is restricted to third person

singular of either sex, as he - she- And the referent of the M-m sequence

is restricted to human (or domesticated animal) third person plural, as they

(tai men ).

The pluralizer suffix has least to do with syntax, since its dependence

lange is restricted to the pronoun or noun preceding it, in contrast to the

sul3lro.inating affix,, te°, which appears in many environments. Thus, it

appears in ri.M - icri M] sequence where the M - m is modifier to the following

M, either as possessive modifier or as adjective modifier. Thus, with pro-

noun, 1122-of book] means his book N books (ea' te° Nui); so also with noun,

[horse-of foot] means horse's foot - feet (ma3 te° 6iau3). But as adjective

modifier before noun, [,gold -of money] means mid coin (nnl eien2) in

contrast to the noun compound where gold enters the compound meaning

ones; hence (m20.1. mom) rather than [( ald p.12.292)] which means

wealth, treasure, capital in the form of money (6inl eien2). The same suf-

fix appears in [(M ± M) - ru] sequence where the suffixed reduplication is

adverbial modifier of the following verb phraseewhich happens to be frame-

._
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diately following in sentence (18)

He runs 'quickly.

(18) Cal k'uai4 k'uai° te0 p au 3

he (,wick + quick) run

[M]a [(M ± M) -ru]b [M]c

Between the 'adverbial modifier' and the 'following verb phrase', there is an

intervening bracket in sentence (19) which encloses a localizing phrase,

He is runninauickly on the street.

09) tal k'uai4 k' uai0 te0 cat4 mad lu4
gai30 p9au. 3

he (quick -± quick) is at (Macadam road) S22 run

[M]a [(M ± M) -rn]b [ (M M) ra]c [Mid

The brackets may be reordered from a b c d as given in sentence (19) to

a c b d, without change of message. The same morphemes that appeared

in sentence (18) appear again, but in a different order in sentence (20) which

has two messages, depending on whether t' al pau 3 te0 is taken as topic be-

fore the comment k'uai4; or whether tal is taken as topic, and the rest as

comment:

His running is fast i.e. As for him, zunnina is fast) ;

He can run fast.

(20) Cal p,au3 te0 k'uai4

In the first message He is fast, with modifier in manner of running before fast.

In the second message of sentence (20), the suffix te0 means can, in the

sense of potential ability to perform (as the preceding verb specifies) but in
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the manner specified by a following complement (fast). The subject is

omitted in sentence (2)), which begins with the object:

This kind can be eaten (is edible).

(21) ee4 key e4.1 te0

this clabsifier eat can

m]a m lb
Here bracketb is a verb phrase comment which does not include an embedded

actor; while bracketa is a noun phrase topic functioning as object rather than

as subject, which as already mentioned is not specified; hence the object

phrase precedes the verb phrase. This is in one respect parallel to sentence

(22) which also shows noun in topic before verb in comments but with verb

followed by final particle suffix -le°, and with two possible messages, de-

pending on whether the chicken in the topic is taken as prepared food, in

which case it functions as the object of the verb; or as a living organism, in

which case it functions as subject

As for chicken (pause), not eating any more; or

The chickens are not eaten lay more.
4 leo(22) pu

chicken not eat any more

[Mia [121 Mlb in

As a final particle suffix, -le° is glossed arm more in the sense of that 's the

situation. In the first message, the topic functions as the object of the foi-

lowing verb phrase comment, with actor not specified, in the order of object-
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verb which is understood as such only because there is a pause between ob-

ject as topic and verb as comment; if uo3 for actor I were inserted, the expanded

sentence (22) would unambiguously reflect the object-subject-verb order,

chicken I am not eating, analogous to money I have. In the second message,

the topic functions as the subject of the verb phrase comment. In both mes-

sages the dependence range of the -le0 as final particle suffix extends over both

topic and comment, and hence over the entire sentence. There are some

other final particle suffixes which appear in sentence final or after topic,

or after coordinate comment brackets, with the same wide dependence range

ma° interrogative, a° exclamation, pa° mild im9erative, tentative or Au2-

positional, and a few others.

So far, -le° has been shown out of bracket, as a final particle; but it

also appears within bracket when it is glossed as perfective. So far, al5o,
-te° has been shown within bracket when it is glossed as can, potential abil-

ity in some sequences, and as subordinator for modifiers in sequences in

which modified follows; but -te° also appears out of bracket, as a final par-

ticle suffix, when it is glossed as that's its, as in

The 1.g1251 is just apt to come (that's the situation).

(23) e4 ren° huei4 lai2 te°

(guest person) can come that's it

[(M M)]

There is no ambiguity in glossing the suffix -lei as perfective when it occurs

within bracket while glossing it as oh look, obviousll, as zoll can see, don't
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you see, when it occurs as a final particle suffix, out of bracket; both occur in,

He has eaten noodles (as 122 can see).

(24) tsal e' 1
imen4 lei

he eat perfective noodles

[M]a [M M
]b

[M le

TI-te brackets in sentence (24) may be reordered from a b c to c a b for

Noodles he has eaten, but the out of bracket m representing the final le° does

not appear in this reordering; in fact, final lei as particle out of bracket

never follows suffix lei in juxtaposition or, conversely stated, suffix le°

never precedes out of bracket final le°. There is no ambiguity in the mes-

sage of sentence (24), or in any sentence including transitive verb with object

specified or intransitive verb with certain kinds of complements specified; in

the sequence M m at the end of a sentence, with M representing verb and m
.representing le°, the le0 is perfective. But in sentences including transitive

verb without complement, in the same M - m sequence at end of sentence, the

m may represent either le0 as perfective within bracket or the le0 as final

particle suffix, out of bracket Compare the two messages,

The guest has come; or (Oh look), a zattt is coming.

le0(25) k,e4 ren° lai2

(guest person) come

[(M M)] [311 m] has come

(perfective)

[M ] m = is coming

(new situation).
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These two suffixes, teG and le 0
, belong in both the first list of affixes

(with dependence range within .he phrase enclosed by brackets),, and in the

second list of affixes (out of bracket, with dependence range extending over

the whole sentence). Other affixes in the second list appear exclusively out

of bracket (see above). Other affixes in the first list appear exclusively

within brackets, as the suffix Fe which marks durative, ro 1.2___E2eseve, and the

suffix men° which marks plural of pronouns and human nouns, as shown

above. Prefixes (minor morphemes) in the first list include hen3 very, and

pu not, when in self-sufficient sentences, and a few others which occur in

such sequences as m-M, m-m-M, and m-m-m-M, where m represents a

prefix, while M almost always represents a verb. But hen3 very appears fa

.1

a major rn,,,,rpheme in [haw' te
0

hen4] good to an extreme, Compare diMtr-

ent comments after the topic (t'al] he, as not come] (pu° lai2), and as

(also come] (ie 3 Lail) , and as ffuture again come] (cai4 .lat2 ), on the one.

hand; and on the other hand, the same three prefixes in one comment:

He won't ever come again (that's t'-e situation).

(26) t' al .4 . 0 2
le0cat pu lai

he future Bat. also not come that's it

[m- M- rn- m b

The first m- in bracket b, representing cai4 future .ma Lin would not

appear in a sentence like this without final particle suffix, out of bracket.

And so in general, when not in dependent clause, Fat4 co-occurs with final

particle suffix as le° in sentence (26), and as pa° in (27):
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Let's chat a little more.

(27) cai4 ts an t an pa0

future again (chat chat) advisative

[m- (M f NO] in

The following sentences touch on an interesting distinction between

'think verbs' (h222, 22.2c ect, believe), which may have clauses ®- precedable

by pause as objects, and 'link verbs' the objects of which have pivotal

function.

I don't think he'll come again.clImM
3

(28) uo

I

r
[N]a

1
pu

not

34ian

think

t a

he

[m- Mk [M]Y

.4 .2cat tat

future again come__-_,... INNONIA111=

[m- M]
! b

Bracket a represents the sentence topic, bracket b the sentence comment.

But within bracket b are brackets x, a transitive verb phrase relating the

sentence topic to the object clause, brackets y and z. Within this clause,

bracket y represents an embedded clause topic, and bracket z an embedded

clause comment.

Compare sentence (28) with a 'think verb' and (281 with a 'link verb'.

I don't want him to come again.

(28,) uo 3 pul iau4 tSai cai4 tail
I not want he future again come

[M]a EM] [me-
M]z1b

Here ta 1 functions both as object of the 'link verb' want and as subject of
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come; hence, brackets y and z no longer form a clause as in (28),

A pivotal construction after a link verb also appears in the following

sentence of command which is structurally a sentence comment without

preceding s.:..ntence topic:

Ask him to come again.

(29) Z°41 3 t' al
cai4 Lit

invite, he future again come

[M]y [m m]zi
a

Bracket a represents the sentence commenta within bracket a is bracket x,

a transitive verb whose object is represented by bracket y, which also serves

as subject of z,

He did right in beating that dog.

( 30) t' al tat nei4 40 3kou ,4
irk kail6 . te0

he beat that classifier dog is ought out that

]
[M]x [M]y Nal m

Miz [EMI
M) m]Ja

Sentence topic, as a whole, functions as a clause subject. It includes

embedded clause topic, x, and embedded clause comment, y and z. Though

embedded in this sentences , the clause iv not a dependent one because it is

possible to say [132] [beat] ,:lassifier clog] independently. Sentence

comment b , however, appears s cited only after a clause-included sentence

topic that is, after a sentence topic which marks action, as LI2g. beating in

sentelo.e (30). If instead, the sentence topic included a noun or noun phrase

rather than a clause with verb, comment b would be altered from the selec-
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. rtion cited([(ought out) thatj)to the following: tuei4 te0 [correct that],
with the translation altered from an ethical judgement, He did (cr does) right
in beating that slog the dog deserved a beating to a statement of approval,
in the sense that the actor was (or is) judged to be luite correct.

At the sentence level, variability in length depends on whether a sen-
tencetence includes topic and comment, or comment alone; and on whether a clause
is included in either topic, or comment, or both. At a tower than sentence
level, phrase brackets are said to be short wheys .they enclose one or two ma-
jor morphemes (or parentheses for compound or reduplication)- phrase
brackets are said to be long when they enclose more than two major morphemes.

Where a sentence is of the interrogative kind in which the question is
marked by paired alternate choice, the bracket span or phrase is generally
short. The subscript letters for the brackets specifying alternate choice in
the following sentences are b for the first choice, and b-prime (13") for the
second choice.

Are you going?

e it(31) ni3 '1:14 pub

not

[M]a [m rtib'
The minimum answer to this question is either bracket b (for the affirmative),
or bracket 13' (for the negative) either ,go, or not Ea. Compare alternate
choices without negative, as in

Does he want tea or coffee?.71 .ammilimsno
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(32) t'al iau4 C' a2 hail ".° iau4 k'alfeil

he want tea still be want coffee

[M]a " Mib'
The minimum answer for this question is either bracket b for the first choice,

or bracket b' for the second choice either want tea or want coffee. Where

the object of the verb is included in the alternate choice brackets, a bilaterally
.a 0 .dependent phrase bracket meaning or, -[hat :44 ]- or -[5.1k0 ]-, often inter-

vanes between the.bracketi or (rarely). precedes the alternate choice brackets.

The alternate choice brackets may also be juxtaposed and the bilaterally de-

pendent phrase hail 549 may be omitted without changing the message. So

also ir,

Do yol.1 like to eat rice or eat poodles ?

(33) nit 5i3 huanl eil fan4 hai men2 ,0
i

4

you (ioa - delight ) eat rice still be eat noodles

[M]a [(M [M NI]
c -[m M]- [M M]c'

The most likely answer to this question is either brackets b and c for the

first choice, or brackets b and c' for the second choice either like eat

rice or like eat noodles.

Sentence (31) is briefer than the following sentence (34), in which a

directional phrase is in a dependence relationship to each of the preceding

alternate choice brackets, and is therefore enclosed in a separate bracket,

discontinuous with the first choice bracket b. This directional phrase cannot

be included exclusively within the second choice bracket b' .because its
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dependence range extends equally to both brackets, as the minimum answers

show.

Is he jumpier down?

(34) tial t'iau4 pu 1 t° iau4 s ia
4 ra.4

he jump not jump down away

[m- '4%0 -1;1

The minimum answer to this question is either brackets b and c for the

affirmative), or brackets b° and c (for the negative) either 'um i down

away, or not jump down away.

Most phrase brackets in the alternate choice sentences, (32), (33), (34),

include two morphemes. When a sentence is of the kind in which the question

is marked by an interrogative demonstrative, th bracket span or phrase is

often shorter.

Whom did he beat?

(35 t'al .ta3 gei2

Le beat whom

[M]a [M]b [1%4] c

In a possible answer to this question, brackets a and b remain unchanged

while, for bracket c, a pronoun (uo 3 me) may replace the interrogative

demonstrative he beat me.

Who beat him?

(36) gei2 to 3 toal

who beat

[M]b
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In a possible answer to this question, brackets b and c remain unchanged

whiles for bracket a, a pronoun (uo3 I) may replace the interrogative demon-

strative I beat him. And so also for other interrogative demonstratives

(as na3 li0 where, gem me what, na3 iwhch): the order of brackets in

the question sentence remains parallel to that of the answer sentence which

differs from the question only in substituting a noun or pronoun for the interro-

gative demonstrative. Like other demonstratives, the interrogative demonstrative

also appears as a prior member before classifier relevant to a following noun

(see above).

However, where a sentence is of the interrogative kind in which the

question is marked not by paired alternative choice, and not by interrogative

demonstrative, the bracket span or phrase either is, or may be, long that

is, longer than one or two major morphemes or their compounded or redup-

licated equivalents. The same four morphemes appear below In sentence (37),

bracket b (prior to the interrogative final particle suffix, ma° out of bracket),

and in sentence (38), bracket b, (where the interrogative is ',narked by giving

an alternative choice in bracket c not, however, a coordinately paired

choice).

Has he jumped down?

(37) Val tlis.u4 gia4
eti4 lei ma0

he jump down away perfective interrogative

[A43a [M m]b
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. .(38) t'al tliau4 gia 4
le° met0 iou

0

he jump down away perfective not have

[M]
mob Fla Noe.

79

Though the question is the same, whether expressed as sentence (37) or (38),
the difference between these two sentences is appreciable in terms of the dif-
ferent minimum affirmative-negative answer or response that would follow.

For sentence (37), it would be affirmative it's that (gill te°), or negative
has not (mei2 iou0 ). For Sentence (38), the minimum answer would be either
bracket b affirmatively, or bracket c negatively either jump down away

perfective, or has not.

Many sentences show twe, successive brackets enclosing noun and verb
phrases the topic (as subject) and the comment (as predicate). But the

topic cannot always be equated to subject in function, nor the comment to the
predicate in function. When the topic functions as subject and the comment

as predicate, they do so as one special function out of the various functions

of topic and comment.

At a. lower level, bracket phrases are often short, especially so in
alternate choice paired questions and their minimum answers, and in imper-
ative sentences. When. the brackets are long, the order of morphemes within
the bracket is fixed in reference to n, nucleus verb'or noun (which may be a

nucleus major morpheme, M, or nucleus parentheses enclosing reduplicated
of compounded M's). Though both short and long brackets, as wholes, are
often reorderable or permutable within a given topic or comment, the order
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of morphemes within any given bracket is no more reorderable than are af-

fixes in languages with a 'word' level. Indeed, the bracket as a whole is

analogous to a 'word' in this sense. But in another sense, it is analogous to

a phrase. The nucleus noun or verb in the bracket may be flanked not only

by affix-like minor morphemes (m, in our notation), but also by morphemes

which function as minor morphemes, (122), when flanking a nucleus major morpheme.14/
A hundred or so classifiers may appear in the sane bracket before noun nucleus

just as a smaller inventory of localizers may follow the noun nncleus, again in

the same bracket, as has already been shown. But the very same morpheme

that functions as localizer (W) after noun nucleus, or as classifier () before
noun nucleus, may also function as the noun or verb nucleus (M i) in another

bracket, as is most clearly shown in sentence (4a) , where fen as verb nu-

cleus, means to seal () in one bracket, while fen° means classifier relevantm

to envelope or small package (M) in another bracket.

In general, the relationship of prior morphemes to the nucleus of the

bracket is predominantly that of modifier-modified both when the modifier

(or modifier sequence) is adverbial before a verb nucleus, and when it is ad-

jectival before a noun nucleus in the bracket, Examples of the latter are bic

horse [ta4 ma 31, small house Vial (fan et0 )i, and mod man [hau 3 rent .
2 .

The adjective noun sequence is in effect an expanded noun phrase (as in sen-

tence. 61).

There is no predominant, general relationship of fallowing morphemes

to the preceding noun or verb nucleus, though one of the most clear-cut rela©
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tionships is that of localizer aftqr the noun (as house in [eia- li0 ] for in the

house), and of directional after the verb but many other kinds of mor-

phemes may also follow in the same bracket, including suffixes (see above).
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The term 'verb complement' is used fo: all morphemes of the 12-1 type

that follow the phrase nucleus in the same bracket. When a single verb

complement or a pair of such complements specifies direction of an active

verb, it is termed a 'directional'. The same morpheme is glossed differ-

ently when it functions as a directional in one bracket [: F-1*-1] than when it

functions as a nucleus verb in another bracket [M ] (in most instances

with change of tone). Thy s [ here, hitherward] as directional, but

[come ] as nucleus verb (lat 2 ); [there, away] as directional, but o .

as nucleus verb (Vii4); [ down] as directional, but [descend ] as verb

(gia); [ T] as directional, but [ascend ] as verb (gaD ); and [ across]

as directional, but [pass by, pass across ] as verb (kuo). The directional.

may be followed by a suffix (as the perfective suffix in the following examples).

Compare he ran (t'al p'au3 le°) with

He ran here.

(39) t'al plau3 lai0 le
0

he run hither perfective

M. m]
M

Sequences of two directionals after active verbs also occur marking both 2.2

( or down or across), and either hitherward or away (from speaker ),.. Com-

pare he passed 12x -- tlal kuo le 0

He ran across that way.

[m] [rkii

plau3 kuo 0 le0

m] with

run across awax perfective,

[M m
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Compare he has eaten it (Val le
0
) with sentence (41) which might

be uttered when formerly visible food had been all eaten, so that no food

remained to be seen.

He has eaten it up completely.

(41) t'a1
c-1e gia.

0
c -u le 0

he eat down away perfective

[M] [M mj
M M

Sentences (42), (43), (44), which follow, exemplify the triple referents
or meanings of two morphemes which are members of a single compound,

(6'i lai) one referent when the compound functions as the verb nucleus
(42), and two different referents when the compound functions as a verb corn-

plement, depending on whether the verb complement follows an active nucleus

verb (43), or a stative nucleus verb (44). It means u2 after active verb, but
begin, start after stative verb, when it is called a 'resultative complement'

rather than a 'directional complement'. As a directional complement, the

compound is glossed literally as (upward hitherward). As a resultative

complement, it is glossed (inceptive resultative) . As the verb nucleus it-
self, the same morphemes in the compound are glossed (rise come). The

examples which follow, let us repeat, are instances of a single compound with

three different meanings in three different environments; this single compound
is not to be confused with sequences of two directionals which are not members
of a compound (40, 41).
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He arose (got up from bed).

(42) tia
1

Eli
3

laiZ le0

he (rise come) Esrl9ctiveMFMinIMM

Ch4

He has stood up,

(43) Val gan4

M ) m]
m

C'i0 lai0 le
0

he stand ( u2ward hitherward) perfective

Cm] [M mj
M M

He has started to laugh
1 0

lai0 le0(44) t'a giau4

he laugh (inceptive resultative) ser f e ctive

(A) CM (2.n.
M

m )
M

m)

When the subject of a sentence is included in the topic, the observable

movement of the subject is minimized by stative verb comment (marking to

lam to sing, to 3."22, etc. ) but not by active verb comment (marking to run,

to eat, to swallow, to walk, etc). Some stative verbs are incompatible with

topic functioning as subject. And they occur generally in comment sentences,
v. ..3without any prior topic at all The compound verb to rain (sia4 u ) is an

example of such a stative verb. Accordingly, the compound verb compleme-at
0 lai0)) is glossed (inceptive resultative) rather than * (upward hither-

4 3ward)-- when combined with the compound verb (via u ), meaning it started

to rain (rather than *it rained up here). In general, the happenings of natural
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phenomena are specified by stative verbs which are incompatible with prior

topic functioning as subject.

Some verb compounds appear not only with the constituent morphemes

in a juxtaposed sequence, as (3ia4 (13) it's raining, but also in a discon-

tinuous sequence, with the first member of the compound (3ia4) separated

from the second member of the compound (ii3) by an interspersed or in-

fixed morpheme (as perfective le°); lei could also be added as the final

morpheme of sentences (45) and (46), just as it could have iieen inserted

after ZI41 in sentence (41).

It has rained.

(45) ifia4 lei ii3

descends perfective rain

[(ti - m -(M)]

In general, two member verb compounds of the kind glossed (sleep-na2) and

(sing song) are separable in the same way. Compare both [he] (sleep -nap )

for he sleeps (t'al !fuei4 4),
and 1.12.2] [(sing song)] for he sings

(t'al Zi au 4 ke 1), with sentence (46); the perfective le° may also be

infixed between sing (Zau4)- and sou-(kel), as another example of discon-

tinuous compound.

He slept.

(46) t'al Nuei4 le0
Ziau

4

he plts 2 perfective nap
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The compound verb complement, (VI0 lai0), appears as a continuous

compound after stative verb (38); it is also separable, but in a new way. What
0 0intervenes between (C'i ) = and = (lai0) is the second member of a compound

verb. Then the first member of the compound verb precedes the first member

of the compound verb complement in an interlocked or interwined sequence.

)- (ti°) = -( ) = (lai°)j:

It's beginning to rain that's the situation.
v. 4 0 0(47) sia lai le

0

descend inceptive rain resultative that's it

[(m)- (a) -(M) =(121.)

M 0
In this sentence, the final particle suffix, le , is out of bracket and yet,

though merely background, a necessary 'ground' for the bracket 'figures'

in the foreground. (see above). Within the bracket, the compound nucleus
4 3 0verb (via u ) combines with the compound verb complement (61'i

0
lai ) in a discontinuously intertwined fashion as if two double-pronged

gestalt figures, and , were integrated in one interlocking figure,.

M1 I .

Nucleus verb compounds, like that for (descendrain) above, combine

with verb complement compounds only by integration by r--aj interlocking.

Nucleus verb compounds like those for (sins.song) and (sleep nap) may be

reduced to their first members before the compound verb complement, as in

sentence (48), or they may remain compounds and integrate with the com-

pound verb complement by raiinterlocking, as in sentence (49).
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He started to sing.
1 4 0 0(48) t'a cv, an lai le

0

sing inceptive resultative perfective

[M] M

(49) t'al 4 0
C'ar,

he sing inceptive

=

1 0 0
ke lai le

song resultative perfective

= ( Ln) m

I

Some compounds are potentially separably, in the sense that certain

other morphemes in the comment may intervene between the members of the

compound thereby making the compound a discontinuous one (see above).

Other compounds are characteristically discontinuous in other words, dis-

continuous whenever possible . Thus, the compound verb complement for

(*out hitherward occurs as a continuous compound only in short comments, as

in the following sentences: (50) and (51). When the comment is longer, by

virtue of including the object of a transitive verb, this object appears either

as a short inserted bracket (sentence (52)), or as a long inserted bracket

(sentence (53)), between the first member of the directional compound and the

second member. The latter is not really a separate phrase, but rather a

discontinuous appendage of the first phrase in bracket b. In the following sen-

tences, the comment follows either topic as subject (50), (52), (53); or

topic as object (51).

He walked out (toward speaker ).
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(50) tal cou
3 0

d'u lai0

he walk out hitherward

CM] [M m m)

M M

Put the money out here

(51) `'i.en2

money take

na2

2
(with pause after 'C'ien ).

0v, 0c u lai

out
ml11M

hi t herward

I'M 1
M)

He put the money out (toward speaker)
1

(52) t'a

he

2
na

0 2
c lai

0

take out money hitherward

EMI [M (nllia

He took out a book.
11111

1

(53) t'a na
2

e''u0 i0
2 1 0

pen gu lai

he take

Cm

out one classifier book hitherward

L
r

M 1`43.r. -1( 149 b

Compare sentence (52), above, and sentences like (54) and (55) where

though the subject is not specified the verb is still active rather than passive.

As for the rice (pause), it has been eaten up.
4 1 2

(54) fan uan le
0

rice eat finish perfective

As for the bowl (pause), it got broken.
AImow MimaMMIN 4MMINIRImEEM

m
b
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3 3 4 0
(55) uan ta p'uo le

bowl beat broken perfective
_ ONMIIIWOMM,MMOr1I10

[Kt
a [M m

h

89

In the free translation, it is added for smoothness. The actor is simply not

specified in sentences (54) and (55)and these are clearly not passive sentences,

but sentences in which topic, a, functions as object and comment, b, includes a

transitive nucleus verb, followed by verb complement and perfective suffix.

Sentence (56) shows a passive construction in 'acquired Mandarin'
4

with pei before a transitive verb nucleus. Compare a possible answer to
4. 1

the question By whom was he beaten? pei t'a by him. An active, rather

than passive, causative construction is expressed in sentence, (57) with pa°

before a transitive verb nucleus.

The dog has been beaten by him.
4 1 0

(56) kou pai t'a to3 le

dog by, be caused he beat perfective

[M] [M M M m

pei(As a major morpheme in compound, pel is glossed to be covered, to cover.)

He has broken the bowlo
1 0 2 3 4 leA57) t'a pa uan ta puo

he la handling

iLm]

bowl beat

M [ M

broken perfective

m

These two sentences differ in the function of the topic with topic as subject
3

(57); and with topic as object of the verb ta beat (56),
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When the nucleus verb is preceded by one verb in the domain of travel

(as walk, run, go, come), the relation of the prior verb to the nucleus verb

is simply purposive (in order to).

Pm going in order to see him.
,,,

u
0 4

I(58) uo
3

ct kIan t al

I go see h rn

Cm) Cm m] ENO

4
Compare huei can, know how to, followed by verb, as in I know how to

1
sing Euo33 5.uei4 (eta: ke )2 .

The comment may consist Oi:' a series of bra.kets, each with a nucleus

verb, which may be flanked by another verb dependent on the nucleus verb

(a2A/or by prior adverbial, and/or by following verb complement). The

different brackets in a successive series of brackets are coordinately related,

a..td hence the brackets in itemization series are maximally reorderable.

Every day he reads and eats and sleeps.
1 2 0 I

(59) t'a mei tl ien tut tut %P.i fan suvei
4

Kau4

he every day eead book eat rice sleep nap

tm3a [M Mqc
MQd C(IVI -

Sentence (59) is reorderable to EverT7 day he reads &id sleeps and eats; and

to Every day he sleeps and reads and eats; and to Every day he eats and sleeps

and reads; and so on.
ANII.M111111111111M.

In contrast to the brackets in successive series, above, brackets b

and c in sentence (60), below, are not coordinate because the nucleus verb in
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each is differently flanked. In c, the nucleus verb is flanked by prior purposive

verb go in order to; in b, the nucleus verb is flanked by following verb corn-__ wmaa.Jaw amsrur.

plement andits object. The free translation telescopes run and its complement,

reaching, which can only have a place as object, and the purposive go into

two words, went to.

I went to his house to see you.

(60) uoa tau0 1 4pa au 6.a 1 6i1
4

k' an ni3

run reachini his houseo see you

[M] [M CM

m
M M M3 [M MJ [m]

b c d
A short brackec encloses one or two morphemes or parentheses

(compounds and/or reduplications). A long bracket encloses three or more

such units. A long bracket with verb nucleus is naturally ref-iricted to about

three or four such units, because longer stretches than this would be se-
gregated into successive brackets, each with its own verb nucleus, as in

sentences (59) and (60), above.

Brackets with noun nucleus may be somewhat longer, in their max-

imum, than brackets with verb nucleus. This is because it is possible to

expand a demonstrative (or numeral)-classifier- noun bracket, by the insertion

of a single adjective (or an adjective sequence) between the classifier and the
3noun nucleus.-- as big between two- classifier and dcmfor tvtrolits c.1211(liat

0 4 3ei to kou ). When a longer adjective sequence is inserted, all morphemes

preceding are in a modifier relationship to the modified nucleus noun (ren

man, in the following sentence). Ac many as a half dozen morphemes, more
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or less, may precede the nucleus noun five single morphemes and one coin-

pound in

Three men wearing black clothes are dining.
ONAMINIMINI=P Now

key
1 1 1 0 0

(61) san
1

c uan hei fu te

three classifier wear black (clothes clothes) 's

CM m M M (M- M)

4
cvo .1 4rent cai fan

man at eat rice

mi [ -IR (M M)]
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The preceding sentences lend themselves to a summary of text frequency,

with the count based on the 61 sentences as cited above. Thus, the number

of occurences of morphemes in the 61 sentences is 333, where a given morpheme

he)(as ta
1

he) is counted separately every time it occurs, rather than once for

93

each morpheme (as might be done in an inventory count).

Each morpheme in the 61 sentences falls into one of three classes (M,

EL
or ;alternating with M).

Most of the morphemes in these sentences - 58 percent - are always major

morphemes (MPs): and here the text frequency approximates an inventory count.

(It seems likely that more than half of the total lexical resources of 'acquired

Mandarin' would function invariably as Eajor morphemes.)

Surprisingly high in text frequency are the affix-like minor morphemes

(m's). Almost one fifth of the 333 morphemes function as such; 17 percent

are always minor morphemes. But in inventory count, there are only about a

dozen minor morphemes, which occur again and again in the different sentences

- for example le appears 23 times, te° appears 12 timetimepq and so on to ie°,

pao 1 and ma
o
which occur once each in text frequency. In other texts than

our sample of 61 sentences, the latter might show a much higher text frequency.

In general something less than one quarter of the morphemes in any text might

function invariably as minor morphemes (m's); and as noted above, something

more than one half function invariably as major morphemes (M's).

That leaves one quarter of the 333 morphemes which function as minor

morphemes (M) in some environments and as major morphemes (m) in others.

Exactly 82 out of the 333 - 25 percent of all morphemes in text frequency -
mM

fall in this alternable M m class. Accordingly, about half of the 333 morphemes
m ivi

(the minor morphemes, ml and the alternable M " in classes), are as relevant
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to 'morphology' as to 'syntax'.

At the next higher level of grammar, compounds and/or reduplications

enclosed in parentheses. Such parentheses are found in more than half -f the

sentences - in 33 of the 61 sentences. In some sentences? however, a single

morpheme or two is flanked by compounds and reduplications; thus, the sequence

for sentence 13 is "(reduplicated classifier)-(compound noun)-single morpheme

glossed all-(compound predicate adjective)" .

be member of a compound is frequently bound - i.e. found only in compouna

but both members of a compound may be free (occurine either in compounds cr as

single morphemes) a Less commonly, both members of compound are bound morphemee.

Repeated members of a reduplication are more often free than bound. Of the 33

sentences allowing reduplication and/or compounding, scarcely more than half a

dozen parentheses enclose a bound morpheme. Here text frequency shows that less

than 20 percent of the compounds include a bound member. What would an inventory

count of a dictionary show?

The parenthesis span, which includes two or more morphemes, whether bound

of free, functions as one 'part of speech' just as each single major morpheme

out of parenthesis functions as one 'part of speech'. In the functional view

then, the parenthesis span and the single major morpheme are at the same

word-like level (since each can be classified as 'noun' or 'verb' or 'adjectiTes

or 'adverb' - and in addition some single major morphemes may be classified as

'pronoun' part of speech). What makes this word-like level difficult to

maintain is that at a still higher level in the grammar the phrase bracket is

also word-like in terms of major 'parts of speech' (since the bracket phrases

distinguish the same parts of speech that single major pollthemee distinguish,

including 'pronoun').
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At the intrabracket level, relative order of single morphemes and parenthesis

spans is very fixed or restricted, not unlike 'morphology' in languages with a

'word' level. It is at the higher interbracket level that contrastive and non-

contrastive reorderings of 'syntax' are found, while 'morphology' is a matter

of the fixed relative order at the intrabracket level. But 'morphology' and

'syntax' are telescoped into one whenever a single morpheme (M or m) is the

only member of a phrase bracket, as happens in 69 instances out of a total of

225 phrase brackets in the 61 sentences. Well over half of the phrase brackets

- altogether 156 - include two or more morphemes. And this means, in short,

that most phrases in the 61 sentences involve problems in 'morahology', while

all phrase brackets are involved in 'syntax'. In the 156 phrases that include

two or more morphemes, a single morpheme or parenthesis ( compound and/or

reduplication) serves as the nucleus of the phrase bracket, and the other

morphemes in the phrase are in a fixed order relative to this nucleus.

In short phrase brackets, a single morpheme precedes or follows the

nucleus. About 10% of the 156 phrases with two or more morphemes show minor

morphemes (m's) preceding the verb nucleus (sentences 3, 6, 15, 16, 22, 23,

27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 38). But major morpheme (14) is also found to

precede, as modifier, the phrase nucleus major morpheme(M) - in a couple of

instances (sentences 23, 25). Some 6% of the same 156 phrases show minor

morphemes following the phrase nucleus (sentences 1, 2, 3141 7, 18, 21, 24, 25,

30, 42).

Over 80% of the 156 phrases with two or more morphemes are long phrase

brackets in which one morpheme precedes while another morpheme follows the

nucleus morpheme; or a pair of morphemes precedes (or follows) while a single

morpheme follows (or precedes) the phrase nucleus; and more than two morphemes
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may flank the phrase nucleus (as in sentences 26, 37, 380 4o, 41, 43, 44),

Some phrase brackets in sentences which are uttered only in macro-syntax

(as .11, ig, 21) appear without major morpheme, as a sequence of two minor

morphemes, including classifier. When two or more major morphemes appear in

the same phrase, the nucleus morpheme is that morpheme whose 'part of speech'

class coincides with the phrase 'part of speech'; thus, in a noun phrase the

modified noun is phrase nucleus after the modifier, and in transitive verb

phrase with nay- permutable object noun, the verb is the nucleus morpheme

before the Object noun (as in sentences 17, 32, 33). When two major morphemes

in the one phrase are both 'verb' part of speech, the second.'verb' functions

as phrase nucleus when the first is in the domain of travel ( 22 or come in

order to), while the first is phrase nucleus in the domain of Appraisal (to

like to want, to with, etc., as in sentences 58 and 59).

llnal particle suffixes out of bracket (sett sentences 22, .23) are merely

background, but nay be an indespensible 'ground' for the complex 'figures' in

some foreground brackets (as in sentence 47). Most brackets, however, whether

topic and comment, or comment alone, are self-suffioient in the sense that the

background particle suffix is optional.

Two-thirds of the 61 sentences in the sample have topic functioning as

actor before comment in which only one bracket functions as Verb phrase (including

predicateadjective functioning as verb. in sentences 6 to 13, and 20). A. half

dozen additional, sentences have comments which include two brackets, each

functioning as verb phrase.

Xn the remaining third of the 61 sentences, the topic any function ai.

object beam comment (with embedded subject) or the topic includes an embedded

verb before comment with single verb, or comMent appears without prior topic,
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again either with one or two phrase brackets.

With two verb phrases in the comment, the second may negate the first

(as in sentence 31: [go]a [not go]b) in order to elicit an answer (either

bracket a or bracket b). Or the second verb bracket (b prime) may give an

alternative choice to the first verb phrase bracket (as in sentence 32), in

order to elicit an answer (either bracket b or b prime). With three verb

phrases in comment (as in sentence 33), the first verb bracket (b) is a transitive

verb with the paired verb phrases following serAring as alternative goals (c

and c prime) to elicit an answer (b and c) or (b and c prime); or (as in

sentence 59), the three or more verb phrases may be coordinate in a simple

series, without offering interrogative alternatives.

The preceding 61 sentences constitute one possible axv:Ile of 'acquired

Mandarin' which serves as a profile grammar that is isomorphic with grammars of

all Han Chinese (but not quite isomorphic with Wenyen). Some differences among

the various Han Chinese languages and dialects are noted below. That is, the

profile of our 'acquired Mandarin' grammar, though isomorphic with other Chinese

languages, is not identical with them. The differences are found mainly in

phonology, but are also found in grammar.
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1454 Aside from differences in phonemic $mventories, which are

given in a following fascicle, the chief diversity among the Ban Chinese

languages and dialects is found iu differences in the shapes of morphemes.

Some of these (as for ten: Mandarin le but Cantonese shp) though different,

are still cognate fie- that is, derived from a single parental morpheme. Other

morphemes are not only different in shape but also different in etymon, ana

yet mark the same referent; thus, who is marked by one morpheme (lee) in

Mandarin but in Cantonese by another morpheme, or rather by two morphemes

(a.n k3 .mmi literally side one). In the case of the referent for cleaLaG, it

is Mandarin which commonly uses two morphemes in a compound (i1 ftft while

Cantonese commonly uses one (sim clothing). A single but different mor-

pheme marks walk in Mandarin (sou) and Cantonese (an).

Differences in structure are often ashociated with different mor-

phemes that different Fan Chinese languages select, as when a given morpheme

(or succession of morphemes, as mei2 iou3 in Mandarin for not have) entails a

structural restriction (avoidance of me12 in sentence final) not found in

another language, as Cantonese where a single morpheme appears both in sentence

final and in other parts of the sentence for not have Mu). But attention

can be focussed on occasional structural differences by comparing the behavior

of glosses in the 61 sentences cited for taccipired.Nandarini, with different

behavior of glosses in other Han Chinese languages. By the same device, the

general sameness in structure among all modern Chinese languages and dialects

can be reaffirmed in specific contexts.

In Peking Nhndarin, the first of the 61 sentences is revised by the

addition of one morpheme (pd), Iih.tch charges the structure of the sentence

without changing the message (/ have written this letter in ukkgahmsals).
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Compare gcmtence (1), above, and the Peking Mandarin revision:

99

v),
(1) uc3 mg33 maP hu3 buP te° pa3 te4 fen1 i

CI3a 06..ms±horse) (ami.41,Um) m1,, r3b Ltake this 21assifier letter3c

ie3 lei

[write perfective3d

Two phrase brackets (a and b) are identical in the 'acquired Mardarin' version

and in the Peking Mandarin version. Phrase bracket c, immediately above, adds

pa3 take to what is the last bracket in the original version. The phrase bracket

[write perfective] is last in the Peking revision (d), but pre final (c) in

the original version:, The revised version alone is acceptable in Peking Mandarim

both versions are equally acceptable to our speaker of 'acquired Mandarin'.

In addition to the slight difference as to what is included in brackets and the

slight shift in order of [write perfective], the two versions differ importantly

in structure. The phrase brackets of the ariglnal version can be reordered

fromabcd (as cited) todabel whichever order is followed) =additional

bracket phrase (e.g. [at table le, meaning on the table) may be inserted

between phrases b and co with expanded message. In the Peking version, the

reordering is fromabcd tosebdmmthat is the adverbial phrase.) [(horse+

horse) (tier *ti -10, may occur between the two verb phrases (c and d)

or precede both of them, But in either order of the Peking structure, it

would seem unnatural to expand the sentence by a phrase localizing the writing

(as, on the table), though the sentence might be expanded by other phrases, as

[yesterdeg) between topic and first bracket of commen'4.

The half dozen bracket phrases of sentence (3) mipALhas.neve!s...21.21m1
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h41/21.1.11,8...t home with his awn children seem to be equally reorderable (and

translatable) in all modern Chinese languages. A possible alternative selection

of morphemes for 'bracket o - from [not ever) (pul e'en2) to [Eat j.v tmei
2

iou.
0.

ma would render the sentence more closely translatable into Wu and Cantonese.

The structure of sentence (4) holds for Han Chinese in general, but

with seleation of morpheme for letter showing a different etymon in 8. Nan,

0
for example, with the classifier for letter remaining as a cognate of fen

In addition fend functions as a verb (to seal),,and enters into a compound for

envelope is.- (.......clettussuaaer); but for envelope (fin fez?), the compound is

;receded by another classifier than fen°.

(5) You give that man a hand shows reduplication of the verb in

Mandarin and Wu (help help), but not in N. Min and Cantonese where the phrase

Lk glossed Clae22._a strdtilor more briefly Ehelp stroke) beforc bracket c

alw classifier man). The latter structure is also possible in Mandarin, as

govs0 Ulauallgajor, with object, [, ea] blitpsaiLjgatO ['that eAiassifier

Egg

.(6) He's very thin. The topic Che) is followed by comment consisting

of adjectival verb preceded by an intensifier, [very thin) , as a self-sufficient

sentence. In Cantonese the morpheme for serves as the intensifier, as in

the sense of Awls:A thin. Though the intensifier (hen3) is distinguished

from ma. (halil) in Mandarin, the latter may also serve as an intensifier:

Vs?' hau hum!.
4 for alliem191.

[ha] rso.od

As an occasional intensifier, hau3 may appear in non-reduplicative sequence,

first as modifier (tem) and, then as an adjectival verb (ma). In WV, the

intensifier is marked by two syllable adverb which is more emphatic than
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Mandarin for very, (hen3). And the Wu'bisyllabic morpheme may be final, or

precede a final particle without intervening verb. In darin, the occasional

intensifier (had) but not the usual one (hen3) -- may function as an adjectival

verb immediately after the topic in a response sentence. For example) the

answer to law's good?" might be [Val) ,,a0.1 he's food, rather than he's

very good (, above).

(7) He's rather thin (door thing), with commiseration marked by

reduplication (thin 4- thin), In Peking and in other national capital cities

(as Nanking), the non-syllabic suffix -r (heard only in capital cities) appears

where no suffix is found, as completing the reduplication (thin 1 thin-r), or

as an alternate selection for the syllabic diminuitive -c.4. In Cantonese and

in Wu, the morphemes (suffixes or enclitics) that smear after reduplicated

forms are apt to be different than those that appear after the non-reduplicated

form of the morpheme. Compare non- reduplicated form in sentence (6) with re-

duplicated form in M. What such reduplication marks in Han Chinese generally

ie a muse of liveliness, as when one says [he] fat 4. at lay to mean not

only that He's fat, but that there is something lively and cute about his

being fat like a baby.

(8) Try and eat this to see (how it is), with the first phrase reduplicated

(eat T eatl and enclosed in brackets before the second phrase C12215, because

object, when specified, appears between the transitive verb and the intransitive.

This is a very productive pattern that appears in Han Chinese generally. Wu

selection is much like Mandarin for Look and see -- literally, look one look

look, or more briefly [(look 4. look)] [look] for Take a look to see (how it

1E1-- Man4 Man° kian4, Many reduplicated morphemes function as verb before

object and before intransitive, then see (k'an4): with the object
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giving a semantic wide to the point in referent range of the transitive verb

(as tai for beg, use instrament pay). Thus, Hit him and see (what the

consequences are -- as crying, running away fighting back): [(beat 4 beal

rhimi fag 4. If the object is telephone; the translation is Make a tel2ea:4F

call and see; if mahjong, it is 23.87 mahong and see.

Sentences including classifiers sentences (10) to Z1.3) .up. are found in

:1.Chinese generally. And classifiers extend beyond Sino-Tibetan to unrelated

SE Asian languages* But such sentence profiles with classifiers differ from

these encountered in Han Chinese.

(10) This card is pre= shows a profile in which demonstrative (thls,

substitutable by a numeral) preceeds classifier before noun (2E90 or adjective

and noun, as hig.lad)* For this sentence Cantonese would select another

etymon for the adjectival verb (bElgbI, in the sense of pretty or attractive),

without changing the classifier sentence profile.

(11) This one is prettE shows a profile in which demonstrative (212, or

else a numeral) preceeds classifier (substitutable by another classifier for

This 4421e2E2I2)*

(12) Evemontof themittre shows a profile in which the reduplistAf--.4

classifier, serving as topic [(classifier classifier)], is followed by comment

all r t which specifically echoes 22m: one by all; this is highly pro-

ductive, but not obligatory for all sentences.

(13) AlLgategaluoLml&shows a profile in which the reduplicated

classifier preceeds noun as topic, wit,. ,morpheme for all again included in

comment.

(14) This is Fry world shows a profile possible in Mandarin (demonstrative

alone as topic without following classifier or noun), which does not appear in
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Elan Chinese generally -- at least not in Min: Wu or Cantonese where demon-

stratives (for this, that: LlinLetc.) would always be followed by a classifier,

as in the profile shown in sentence (11): above.

(15) I don!t have (16) I don't have monexi (17) I haven't au money.

.In each of them three sentences, a negative morpheme (mei2) occurs before th-!

morpheme for have (with and without object) or before the object (without Iat,i2-

. 2.
vening have ); but the negative (mei ) never occurs in sentence final in Nhn&-).ri:.

In Min, Wu and Cantonese a single morpheme functions like the Mandarin not Wi

before have (iou); hence the two Mandarin sentences: (16) and (17): might be

said to merge into one sentence in these non-Mandarin languages: and this singl

morpheme (e.g. mtu in Cantonese) may appear as the last morpheme of a mentence:

parallel to I don't have (15p) above). Beside such verbal negatives: Han Chine, -.3

languages also mark negative by a non-verbal morpheme (pJ no* not in Mandarin).

Both the latter and the verbal negative (as auxiliary) appear in sentences befu:

ve!:bs and adjectival verbs. In the sentence [I] Eneptim go) , the meaning

is beNe not gone with verbal negative: but I',n1 sometimes in the senkv&

c not 341.11.22 with non-verbal negative In the sentence Memative

with adjectival verb (hau3), the meaning is He's no good with non - verbal negate e,,,

but He hasn't recovered with verbal negative. He's not bad (pj)vs. It hasn't

2,soiled., came bad (mei ).

(18) He runs cLulAatta The adjective for saga (kluai4) is transformed

into an adverb by reduplication plus suffix in Han Chinese in general. A

single srffix (te°) follows the (quick+ alLipk) in our sample of 'acquired

Mandarin', but in Peking Mandarin a non-syllabic suffix (-r) is included with

each member of the reduplication.

(19) He is risigaLsgatlz on the street. Between the reduplicated ad-
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vetbial phrase for quickly (as for 18, above) and the final verbal phrase ing,

there is a phrase bracket beginning with a co-verb is at (cal4) followed by a

place expression which includes a compound for street (horse road) in

popular etymology, because ma3 out of compound means horse; but in

historical fact, ma3 is a recent borrowing (the first syllable of English 'mac-

adamized'). When not followed by place expression, cai4 appears in such euphemis-

tic sentences as He's still living (Etta:1j [cai4j ), as in answer to a question

(whether one's father is still living); compare He's not in ([t'a:1) cyp )

in response to asking whether someone is in biz office. In some languages this

morpheme alone (or alternating with Geri4 cal4 in 'acquired Mandarin') precedes

verbs of action in the sense of in the process of, as He's running (Etiaj [cal4

p'au
3
]). Interrogatives, and affirmation can run fast) or negation of ability

(can't run fast) in Han Chinese agree largdly on the selection of morphemes (nen-

verbal negative for not or cannot and te° or cognate for can), but differ in

the order and cooncurrence of these merphemer,

(21) This kind can be eaten: topic funct.:oning as object of verb is more

commonly encountered in Cantonese than in Mandarin or Wu. In the latter lan-

guages, Wlis 1414 as teplc (demonstrative before classifier without following

noun) usually functions as subject.

(22) Ambiguity as to whether topic functions as object or subject is entire-

,
ly removed. when empty morpheme for pause tie. ) follows the topic as object: As

for chicken (pause), (zero but potential embedded subject) is not eating any,

more. In relative order of subject (8), object (0), and verb (V), permutations

that are possible in Han languages include SVO and. OSV, SV and OV. The OV order

is exemplified in As for chicken (0) not eating any more (with the subject not

specified, but with possible ambiguity, since chicken might be taken as the sub=
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ject). Stated. positively, S may precede V (without specification of 0); 0

may precede V (without specification of 8); 08 =7 precede V (in the: order);

0 may follow V (with or without specitzation of 8). Stated negatively S never

follows V; S never follows Vi in sentences with two link verbs, V1 sac;
0 never precedes Vi (in sentences with link verbs where S of V1 precedes Vi

whose object follows; but this object functions as the subject of V2 in pivotal

OA sequence S Vi (-(03.4 Vi); OS before V is never inverted to SO before V

(experimental attempts to say SC before V are understd.d as OS, sincq 0 and S

are not marked. for their function as object or subject except by their relative

order in respect to v).

(23) The pest is just apt to come (can pose 1237 come). The comment begins4
with huei caumetax (which would be followed4 the cogs to of te° in Wu)

which occurs, as auxiliary verb, with and, without phrase nucleus verb, in such

questions as Can yowl caul (mot cant (huoi4 puP huei4) and aajmulmy
can d47 rea2an doJ (huei4 cuo° pul huei cuo0). The topic functions as

subject; guest is the translation unit of the compound West person). In

Mandarin., the first member of the compound is free, while for (host Enon) the

first member is bound. m- i.e. appears only in compound. But in Cantonese the

cognates for gmlas well as host are bound -- found only in compounds.

(24) He has eaten noodles (auansla.g22). The perfective suffix after

the verb (le0) has the same shape as the sentence final suffix (le0, out of

brackgb) in Mandarin; when both are used, as here, both meanings are marked,

but ambiguity is possible when only one le
o

appears at the end of a sentence

(as in 25). Such ambiguity is possible neither in Wu nor in Cantonese, since

the two morphemes parallel in function to le0 are entirely different in shape.

And. in general there is more differentiation of the kind suggested. here in the
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relatively small area of China in which Wu is spoken than in the three-fourths

of China in which Mandarin is spoken itt- in particular, there is lets differenti-

ation in person pronouns in Mandarin dialects.

(25) With le° at the end of the sentence: if perfective, the sense is The

guest iniussa (for 14); if modal or situational sentence suffix, out of

bracket, the sense is (Qh29911), Lijag gulAILIAaao (for le02). In Wu and Can-

tonese, the perfective suffix has one shape, the sentence situational suffix

another, and the functions of the two are thereby kept distinct when either

occurs at the enl, of a sentence.

(26) There appears to be no parallel in Cantonese to call/' future

which occurs only with link verbs (28) or with final situational suffix; this

usage is more cocoon in Wu than in Mandarin, Re won't ever come Ageing (that's

tke situtacW. When the order of the morphemes in the comment is changed. from

those marking future jlEf also not to elm not future again, a new sentence is

formed: Ile also is_wot coming oak Oat's it).

(27) In Cantonese Cehat one etroiml appears in place of the reduplication

favored. by Wu and SW Mandarin dialects for such sentences as Let's chat a

MOre

(28) Ldon't think he'll. come ma. This sentence shows link verbs (for

NAM and m); the linkage is effected by a bilateral pivot (a noun or, as here:

a pronoun which serves as the object of the first link verb and. as the subject

of the second.). Sentence profiles showing link verbs with bilateral pivots tare

found. in all Han Chinese languages.

(29) Ask h ain shows the bilateral pivot, Val, functioning

as object of ask. end. subject of gm. Strings of such pivots may appear in one

sentence, as that for 3; a8k you to aek_timlos...cc.
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(3o) Topic as clause subject (utterable as self-sufficient sentence)

before comment is universal for Han Chinese.

(31) azeumsolgra shows en [X] rnot X] interrogative profile OW
Cid.a) ) in Yendarin. In Cantonese, when the verb morpheme or translation
mitt is bisyllabic, the first syllable precedes the morpheme for uLf.,1; and

both !ollov in an X not. XY interrogative profile.
(32) po YOU want tea or conga; shows verb (V) and. object (0) sequence

before and after the phrase bracket for off: -Del2 %IC)] -, replaceable by
- [le] -, so that the interrogative profile is Colt ? [6:1) which

also appears in Wu and Cantonese. Mare briefly, in Mandarin, Dirg(Ing is

an Interrogative profile which omits the phrase bracket for [or] ; a bilaterally
connecting phrase is never omitted in Wu or in Cantonese which distinguish

morphemes for either, fron morphemes for 9.E.

The interrogative profile [7201] ['or] [V2 CO appears after a tran-
sitive [VII in sentence (33): 3)o .29.3.111 eat ;dice or eat no.ones? The

transitive verb for Ma is not a co-verb with that for to eat because the

subject of Mg, is expressed in the topic (am), Vale its object is expressed
in the interrogative profile as given above. The Mandarin translation unit

for Ulm is a compound (m...4MM); the cognate morphemes for this compound

may be inverted in Vu (kktirala), as. the translation unit for .bcatt04.
(310 Is he kupining dors? The verb complement phrase - dro...wn my] may

be uttered once though at the end of the sentence, though this phrase is equally
relevant to both alternatives in the interrogative profile [V] not V] at
least so in Cantonese, Wu, and 'acquired. Mandarin'. Bit in Peking Mandarin,

the verb complements are incorporated in each alternative of the interrogative

profile: CV down Ant] (not V dawn mxj.
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Noun and pronoun. (interrogative or personal) function in Han Chinese in

general as subject before the verb and as object after the verb, as in (35) and
(36)

(37) LreiLyie1wed down? shows interrogative by final sentence suffix

after the phrase bracket Um) dawn avaLpArAstive) an order shared by Man-

darin and Cantonese, but not by Wu. (so also, for sentence Ito). It is possible
in 'acquired Mandarin' to have the perfective verb asamrfective) precede
the verb cmplements Pawn way) ; this is the obligatory order in itu.

(38) Has he jumped down? shows the interrogative by a two morpheme verbal

negative phrase, [not hays] , after[ uase112mtmE...iteetivel. Iz Cantonese,
this interrogative profile appears with a one morpheme verbal negative; when

this negative phrase is followed by an interrogative particle, out of the bracket,
the interrogative is redtuidantly marked..

(39) The Mandarin etymon for run differs from that for Cantonese. The

latter is cognate with that in Wen yen for run which also appears in Mandarin

but then 'shifts in meaning to walk.

(M) See (37).

(41) See (37), for Wu and even Cantonese preference for baying the equiva-
lent of the perfective le° after the verb, and before the verb complements

(instead. of the Mendnrin order of [eat down.my_peractitt3 or with quantified.
object as for an apple, or a bowl of rice -is after the perfective verb,
The preferred. Wu-Cantonese order (perfective after verb) for he ate and the pre-
ferred Mandarin order (perfective after verb complement or object) may both be
used for he has eaten.

(42) He arose (in the sense of ettig...msp:.Crombed. in Mandarin and Wu,

but of raising bodix in Cantonese).
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(43) and (14) show ('i3 lai3) as g possible translation unit for N.
(directional complement), with verbs of action as stand. Ole stood. IV), itly.

(He I= 401171 un). But the same morphemes in phrases with non-action or
stationax7 verbs, as ).ausch, think, talk, mark another translation unit, in-
ceptive (resultative complement), as in pre been to think, began to talk, or
(44) at has started_ Either translation unit, the directional or
inceptive-resultativc is possible when this verb complement appears in phrases
after verbs of action: He has started to nap (beside flown up). Hence,

ambiguity is possible with verbs of action but not with non- active stationary
verbs. Equivalence of two sequences or translation units for 2. and begin,
start is widespread. among Han Chinese languages.

Compare sentence (9), with the order V-inceptive 0-rem for sing
(V) (0) star..kd. to gm for the object (0) the title of a song may
be given. This interloc3-.ing order is possible in all dialects, but is not
eqnstly favored. Compare (50) He walked eaker% (51) Put t:vte.

money out (with mom as topic), (52) Ile ut the m,..p.._sa_y..L2eot ....Ittoward speaker),
with (53) He took in which the dual directional verb complement

is interrupted by the object: [. o utl tune classifier book] ihitherwarig
In Wu the dual verb comolement (out hitherward) is repeated after the object
(one classifier book) 4,

(55) hp.torlhejapcla (pause), it of broken. In Cantonese and. Wu, instead.
of the morpheme for broken different morphemes with afferent etyma are selected.
(for gam or imke in Cantonese, and verized, in Wu).

1
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